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Results of the Oregon K —12 Teacher Survey on the Content and
Use of Agricultural and Natural Resource Curriculums

Introduction

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation has for some time been interested in helping land grant universities change
to better meet the future needs of society. Oregon State University received from the Kellogg Foundation a
major grant that was designed to identify a vision and future direction for the university. Out of this effort
came the InterACTION! project. Early on, project leaders organized eight groups to work on a vision for the-
year 2020 that would lead to systemic change in food systems, post-secondary education in Oregon, or
both. The Marion-Polk-Yamhill (M-P-Y) Group was one of these regional groups convened in February
1996. The Group identified education of K-12 students as the major focus for their vision. In particular, an
understanding of agriculture and natural resources was felt to be critical, given the potentially important
issues in this area that Oregonians will face during the next century.

The M-P-Y Group first sponsored a symposium in April 1997 to bring together those who offer and use
curriculums in agriculture and natural resources. It became clear from this symposium that many
curriculums exist in these subject areas, but the extent each is used throughout the state was unknown.
Also, how well these various curriculums meet the needs of teachers was also not known. The need for
this type of information prompted a suggestion that teachers be asked these questions directly through a
survey, with the results used to guide the M-P-Y Group in taking steps toward its vision.

Another need for a teacher survey came from within the College of Agricultural Sciences (CAS). Each
year, CAS sponsors Summer Ag Institute, an educational graduate course designed to help K-12 teachers
incorporate agricultural themes into their classrooms. Courses are sponsored at Oregon State University
and Eastern Oregon University. Although the college has no trouble filling these classes, a
disproportionate number of students are from small- and medium-sized towns. CAS would like to increase
its presence in Oregon's urban areas, given most of the population is located there. A survey of Oregon
teachers could help identify barriers preventing greater participation in Summer Ag Institute.

Survey Design and Sample

Development and implementation of the survey was based on the Total Design Method advocated by
Dillman. The process of creating the questionnaire began in December 1997 at a meeting of the M-P-Y
Group. The input from this meeting was used to create the initial questionnaire. This draft was then
reviewed by several members of the M-P-Y Group and by Kelvin Koong, Lee Cole, and Mark Balschweid
within CAS. Outside reviewers providing input were Jill Nishball of Project Learning Tree, Cara Snider of
Oregon Farm Bureau, Mary Stewart of Oregon Agribusiness Council, and Don Sliger of the Oregon
Department of Education. The instrument was pretested by three teachers in Corvallis. The questionnaire
included 11 questions on four pages and was designed to take about 15 minutes to complete. A copy of
the survey is provided in Appendix A of this report.

A list of possible survey participants was obtained from the Oregon Department of Education (ODE). The
list was distilled from an ODE database of all licensed teachers and administrators employed at K-12
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public schools in Oregon. The entire database contains about 36,000 names and is designated as the
universe population. Next, a group of 28,889 individuals designated as classroom teachers was identified
within the universe population. Then, special education teachers were removed from the list because they
represented about 11 percent of the total teacher population yet teach a relatively small number of the total
student population in Oregon. Teachers in some relatively specialized subjects (such as graphic design,
manufacturing technology, and student activities) were also dropped because it was believed they would
have no opportunity to teach material related to agriculture and natural resources. Removal of these
teachers left the total sampling frame for the survey at 24,406 teachers.

Surveying all 24,406 teachers was out of the question because of the large cost involved. Instead, a
random sample of this population was selected to represent the entire sampling frame. Statistical theory
suggests that, for questions requiring a yes or no answer, a sample of 394 was required to generate
results that have a bound on the estimation error equal to 0.05 1 (Scheaffer, Mendenhall, and Ott, p. 48).
Discussions with those involved in K-12 teaching and training suggested that a relatively low (< 50
percent) response rate was likely. Therefore, a sample size of 1000 was selected because it was a round
number and was expected to generate the minimum number of responses even if the response rate was
low. An additional 49 names (or 5 percent of the sample size) were drawn because initial information
suggested some of the addresses would be out of date. In fact, the mailing list was very accurate,
resulting in only one undeliverable survey; hence, the total sample population was 1,048 teachers.

The questionnaire was sent to the sample group on March 2nd. A reminder post card was sent one week
later. Approximately 10 days later, another copy of the survey was sent. An explanatory letter and
postage-paid envelope was also sent with each survey. Because teachers operate under a heavy work
load during the school year, an incentive contest was held in conjunction with the survey. Teachers were
told that if they returned their surveys before March 27, 1998, they would be entered in a drawing for a
three-day, two-night vacation package on the Oregon Coast.

Profile of Survey Recipients and Respondents

A profile (Table 1) of those who received surveys as well as those who responded to the survey was
constructed to compare response rate within subgroups. Of the 1,049 teachers surveyed, 510 completed
and returned questionnaires, representing 49 percent of the sample population. This response rate was
low for a mail survey, but was sufficient to more than meet the 0.05 bound on the estimation error.
Offering a prize as an inducement to respond seemed to positively impact the response rate: a number of
teachers indicated on their surveys that they hoped they would win the contest'.

Teachers were surveyed in all counties except Sherman, with two counties (Gilliam and Wheeler) having
only one teacher each as a respondent. Over 40 percent of all questionnaires went to teachers in the
Portland tri-county area (Clackamas, Multnomah, and Washington). The overall sample across counties
closely mirrored how teacher positions are actually allocated in the state, where 38 percent of the sampling

1These calculations presume nothing is known about the proportion of "yes" or "no" responses, so a probability of 0.5 is assigned to
each response. As the expected proportion of responses moves away from 0.5, the required sample size declines.

2A middle-school teacher from Ashland was selected as the contest winner.
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Table 1. Questionnaire demographics and response rates

Category
Sample Population Respondents Response rate

within group
(%)

Total
(n)

% of Group Total
(n)

% of Group

Total (N) 1049 NA 510 NA 49
Teaching Experience:

0-9 years 358 34 193 38 54
10-19 years 332 32 159 31 48
20+ years 359 34 158 31 44

Gender:
Male 377 36 172 34 46
Female 672 64 337 66 50

Teaching Certification:
General (K-5) 501 48 244 48 49
Science 80 8 45 9 56
Others 468 44 221 43 47

Location
Large City District 472 45 214 42 45
Small City District 163 16 80 15 48
Rural District 413 39 215 43 52

County:
Baker 4 0 3 1 75
Benton 12 1 6 1 50
Clackamas 106 10 53 10 50
Clatsop 8 1 4 I 50
Columbia 20 2 5 I 20
Coos 22 2 12 2 55
Crook 8 1 4 1 50
Curry 7 1 2 0 29
Deschutes 38 4 17 3 45
Douglas 37 3 20 4 54
Gilliam 1 0 1 0 100
Grant 2 0 0 0 0
Harney 4 0 3 1 75
Hood River 10 1 4 1 40
Jackson 51 5 27 5 53
Jefferson 7 1 4 1 57
Josephine 20 2 7 1 35
Klamath 27 3 15 3 56
Lake 6 1 3 1 50
Lane 78 7 40 8 51
Lincoln 12 1 7 1 58
Linn 41 4 22 5 54
Malheur 19 2 13 3 68
Marion 93 9 55 11 60
Morrow 2 0 2 0 100
Multnomah 174 17 73 14 42
Polk 9 1 5 1 56
Sherman 0 0 0 0 0
Tillamook 9 1 5 I 56
Umatilla 34 3 18 3 53
Union 9 1 5 1 56
Wallowa 3 0 2 0 67
Wasco 12 1 4 1 33
Washington 128 12 49 10 38
Wheeler 1 0 1 0 100
Yamhill 32 3 18 3 56



frame population is in the tri-county area. The sample frame population contained 66 percent women
teachers, while the sample population contained 64 percent women. The response rate by county seemed
a bit higher in the rural counties as well as in counties where agriculture is a major part of the economy.

The sample was divided into four groups to facilitate analysis of the results by gender, teaching
experience, teaching certification, and location of school. All four of these categories were created based
on information provided as part of the ODE data base.

Gender of the sample was 36 percent men and 64 percent women. Of the 672 women surveyed, 337
returned surveys, a response rate of 50 percent. The response rate for men was a bit lower at 46 percent,
but it was not low enough to generate concern.

Approximately half (48 percent) of the sample respondents held general teaching assignments, usually to
teach grades K-5. General teachers represented 49 percent of the sample frame population, very close to
the respondent population. Another 9 percent taught physical science, integrated science, biology,
geology, physics, or chemistry. Most of these science teachers worked at high schools. Science teachers
represented only 6 percent of the base population, so they were overrepresented among the respondents.
This overrepresentation was the result of a much higher response rate (56 percent) among the middle and
high school science teachers. The remaining 43 percent of the survey population taught non-science
subjects in grades 6-12. The response rate of other middle and high school teachers was surprisingly
high (at 47 percent), given the peripheral nature of the survey topics to their teaching areas.

Teachers were grouped into three categories based on total years of teaching experience: 0-9 years,
10-19 years and 20+ years. The sampling frame population contained a bit heavier representation
among the 0-9 year group (35 percent), with another 33 percent in the 20+ experience category. The
sample, however, was about evenly split between these three groups: for responding teachers, there was
an inverse relationship between response rate and years of experience, with the lowest response rate
coming from the most experienced teachers.

It was hypothesized that teachers from rural communities would be more knowledgeable about agriculture
and natural resource issues and curriculums. To test this hypothesis, responses were divided into three
groups and analyzed based on the location of their teacher's school districts. The first group was
designated the urban schools and consisted of teachers working in three Eugene-area districts (Eugene,
Bethel and Springfield), the Salem-Keizer district and districts in the Portland metropolitan area
(Beaverton, Centennial, David Douglas, Gladstone, Gresham-Barlow, Hillsboro, North Clackamas, Lake
Oswego, Oregon City, Parkrose, Portland, Reynolds, Tigard-Tualatin, and West Linn). The urban group
represented 42 percent of the sampling frame population and 42 percent of responses. The second group
consisted of teachers from districts in the smaller cities in the state (Albany, Ashland, Bend-Lapine, Coos
Bay, Corvallis, Forest Grove, Grants Pass, Klamath Falls, McMinnville, Medford, North Bend, Oregon Trail,
Roseburg and Sherwood). This small-cities group represented 15 percent of the sampling frame and
respondent populations. The third group, at 43 percent of the sampling frame and respondent populations,
represented teachers in all other districts, located in towns and rural areas across the state.

The relatively low survey response rate leaves open the potential for bias in the survey results. A common
bias in mail surveys is toward those with more education (Dillman, p. 53). Given all teachers must be
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college graduates to be employed in Oregon public schools, it seems unlikely that any educational bias
exists in the study. Some bias exists favoring younger teachers and middle and upper grade science
teachers, but otherwise the results were a very close representation of the base population.

Knowledge of Curriculums

The first set of questions posed to teachers dealt with various agriculture and natural resource curriculums
commonly used or available to K-12 teachers. A short summary about the 19 curriculums follows.

4-H: A national program sponsored by the extension service in each State. The program's roots are in
agricultural clubs for young people established all over the United States around the turn of the century. 4-
H focuses on personal growth of young people, helping them build life skills. Projects are a major
component of 4-H. The website for OSU's 4-H program is

http://osu.orst.edu/mc/coldep/homeco/4-hyou.htm.

Ag in the Classroom: A educational program designed to help students in grades pre K-12 become
agriculturally literate. The program is national in scope, with leadership and educational materials provided
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. A number of web sites are available for this curriculum, with the
national web site address at

http://www.reeusda.gov/serd/hep/agclass.htm.

Associated Oregon Forestry Program: A high school technical program sponsored by the Student
Leadership Development Center and affiliated with the Oregon Department of Education. The program
focuses on developing technical skills, leadership skills, team building skills and positive image
development for students interested in forestry-related careers. The website is

http://bbs.nclack.k12.or.us/TM/T33.

Exploring Oregon's Past: An educational program sponsored by the Bureau of Land Management. The
program focuses on the archeological history of Oregon, beginning with early Native American inhabitants
and continuing on through the state's settlement. Portions of the curriculum cover early development of
mining, logging, and agriculture. More information about this curriculum can be obtained by contacting
Frances Philipek, Salem BLM, 1717 Fabry Rd. SE, Salem, OR 97306.

Future Farmers of America (FFA): FFA was created in 1928 as the student-activity arm of vocational
agriculture programs then being established across the country. The program is national in scope and
focuses on developing leadership skills, personal development, and career success. Members are also
involved in community service, competition in numerous proficiency programs, and programs to increase
agricultural literacy among the general public. Over 90 percent of FFA members are in grades 9-12. The
national web site address is

http://agriculture.com/contents/FFAI.

Global Rivers Environmental Education Network (GREEN): A community action-oriented educational
program that focuses on watersheds. Students monitor water quality locally and evaluate trends within the
watershed. The program began in Michigan in 1984 and is now used across the United States and in 135
countries. GREEN is sponsored by the Institute for Global Communication, an organization devoted to
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peace, economic and social justice, human rights, and environmental sustainability. The national web site
address is

http://www.igc.apc.org/green/greeninfo.html.

Naturescaping: This program is an outgrowth of Project WILD. Sponsored by the Oregon Department of
Fish & Wildlife, the program provides ideas for designing landscapes to also be wildlife habitats. Schools
are encouraged to participate in a Naturescaping program. The Oregon web site for this program is

http://www.dfw.state.or.us/ODFWhtml/Education/Naturescaping.html.

Oregon Ag. Fest: A hands-on learning environment for children and their parents to learn about
agriculture. Geared primarily to serve K-8 students. The program is offered at the Oregon State
Fairgrounds in Salem for one weekend in April. Ag Fest utilizes agriculturalists to explain the different
displays. Most visitors are from the Willamette Valley. The web address is

http://oragfest.com.

People Exploring Ecosystem Resources as Stewards (PEERS) - A natural resources summer institute
program offered at Eastern Oregon University by the School of Education. The program began in 1995
and is funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation. Two institutes are offered each summer,
with each institute meeting for 12 days. The size limit is 25 teachers per institute. Teachers are paid a
$720 stipend plus room and board for completing the program. Up to 12 hours of graduate credit is
available. In the program, teachers are actively exploring ecosystem issues. Trips to field sites and
industries are integral to these explorations. Teachers develop a PEERS curriculum tailored to their local
communities. The web site address for the program is

http://www.eosc.osshe.edu/—twelch.

Project Learning Tree (PLT): A curriculum developed in the early 1970's and now used across the United
States, as well as several countries overseas. The curriculum was originally developed by the Western
Regional Environmental Education Council in cooperation with the American Forest Institute (now the
American Forest Foundation). The curriculum is aimed at K-12 students. While the primary focus is on
trees, the curriculum also covers a wide variety of resource issues. The Oregon web site address for this
program is

http://www.cof.orst.edu/cof/extended/ofep/.

Project WET: A curriculum developed to educate K-12 students about water, its importance as a natural
resource, its management, and the challenges in meeting the needs of all water users. The materials were
developed with funding from the Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Department of the Interior, and co-published
in 1995 by The Watercourse and the Council for Environmental Education. Their web address is

http://www.montana.edu/wwwwater/publications/wet_pub.html.

Project WILD: This interdisciplinary, supplementary conservation and environmental education program
emphasizes wildlife. The program began in 1983 and serves students all over the United States. In
Oregon, Project WILD is sponsored by the Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife. The Oregon web site
address is

http://www.dfw.state.or.us/ODFWhtml/Education/ProjWild.html.



Rethinking Recycling: This curriculum is sponsored by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality.
It is designed to provide hands-on access to materials that teach concepts of waste management and
related environmental issues to K-12 students. The Oregon web site access is through the School Zone
address, namely

http://www.deq.state.or.us/general/sz.htm.

Salmon Watch: A program designed to educate middle and high school students in Oregon about the
importance of salmonid and wild fish conservation. The program was started in 1993 and is sponsored by
Oregon Trout. The program provides curriculum, coordinates field trips, and facilitates community service
projects. The organization's web site address is

http://www.ortrout.org/salwa/salpro.htm.

Stop Oregon Litter & Vandalism (SOLV): An organization that promotes a clean and livable Oregon
through volunteer community action. SOLV offers curriculum packets for elementary age children and
sponsors numerous service projects across the state designed to clean up litter and vandalism. The
organization's web site address is

http://www.solv.org/.

Stream Scene: A curriculum that is part of the Watershed Education Project at the Oregon Department of
Fish & Wildlife and designed to be complementary to Project WILD. The curriculum is aimed at middle &
high school students, with a focus on preparing students to perform field investigations that help students
understand how to maintain the health of watersheds and riparian areas. Information on the "Stream
Scene" is incorporated into Fish & Wildlife's Watershed Education Project "Creeks and Kids" website at

http://www.dfw.state.or.us/ODFWhtml/Education/WShedA.html.

Summer Ag Institute: A week long summer course offered at Oregon State University and Eastern Oregon
University for teachers who want to incorporate agricultural themes into their classrooms. Participants get
a broad view of agriculture by attending hands-on-labs, tours of farms and industry facilities, and lectures
from agriculturalists. Part of the cost for the program is underwritten by Oregon Farm Bureau. The web
site address is

http://www.open.org/oaef/page3.html.

Talk About Trees: An educational program sponsored since 1991 by Oregon Women in Timber. The
program is aimed at K-6 grade students, and it has the goal to create awareness and appreciation for the
value of trees and to encourage an understanding about the protection, management and conservation of
the renewable forest. Trained facilitators lead the teaching of materials in the classroom. Additional
information about this program can be obtained by contacting Joan Mason Ruud, 9520 SW 62 nd Dr.,
Portland, OR 97219.

Wow! The Wonders of Wetlands: A curriculum guide developed as a Module Series Publications in 1995
by The Watercourse, a water science and education program at Montana State University. The guide
provides a comprehensive look at wetlands for K-12 students. The web site address for this guide is

http://www.montana.edu/wwwwater/pu blications/module. html .
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Familiarity with Programs

In the questionnaire, teachers were presented with the name or abbreviation of the name for the 19
programs and asked which they had heard of. Table 2 contains a summary of those answering "yes" to
this question. The table also breaks down their responses by teaching experience, teaching area, and
location of their school district.

FFA and 4-H were by far the most commonly known programs on the list, with recognition factors
exceeding 80 percent. That both programs were so well known even in urban areas was surprising but a
positive result. The SOLV program was also known by over 50 percent of survey respondents, a
surprising result given that it is a relatively new program.

The next grouping of programs including Project WILD, Project Learning Tree, and Salmon Watch, all
known by more than 30 percent of the teachers responding to the survey. All three were well known
across the state. Salmon Watch was best known by middle and high school teachers, while Project
Learning Tree and Project WILD were best known by K-5 and science teachers.

The least known programs were GREEN and The Wonders of Wetlands, with only 10 percent of teachers
indicating they knew about these programs. The Summer Ag Institute was known by only 13 percent of
the respondents, and teachers from rural areas were two or three times as likely to recognize this program
as urban teachers.

In general, science teachers tended to be most aware of these curriculums, as did teachers from rural
districts. Teaching experience seemed to have little influence on knowledge of curriculums.

Teachers who had heard of a particular program were asked to describe their overall image of that
program. Respondents were asked to rank programs that best fit their impression, choosing between
"Very positive", "Positive", "Neutral", "Negative", or "Very negative". A summary of responses is given in
Table 3.

No programs were rated "Very negative" and only three programs received any "Negative" ratings. Over
50 percent of teachers rated Talk About Trees as "Very positive", with 40 percent of teachers placing FFA,
Project WILD, and Rethinking Recycling in the "Very positive" category. Talk About Trees and Rethinking
Recycling received "Positive" or "Very positive" rankings from 90 percent of survey respondents. Talk
About Trees is the only program where experts come into the classroom and teach the material for
teachers rather than providing curriculum or information for teachers to use.

Four programs (4-H, Oregon Ag Fest, Summer Ag Institute and The Wonders of Wetlands) received 40
percent or higher "Neutral" rankings from survey respondents. The high neutral ranking for all these
programs probably stemmed in part from the relatively low percentage of teachers who reported they
received these materials (Table 4). However, programs like Ag in the Classroom and FFA also had low
percentages of teachers who had received the materials, but the neutral percentages for these curriculums
were below 20 percent. High neutral rankings for 4-H, Oregon Ag Fest, Summer Ag Institute and The
Wonders of Wetlands could be caused by a number of factors. For example, the programs may not be
well marketed to teachers, so they know little more than the existence of these programs. In this case, the
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Table 2. Percent of teachers indicating they have heard of selected curriculums in agriculture and natural resources.

Curriculum name
or abbreviation Overall

Teaching experience (Yrs) By teaching area Location of district
1-9 10-19 20+ General Science Other Large city Small city Rural

4-H 98 99 97 99 98 98 99 99 95 99
Ag in the Classroom 22 20 21 24 13 23 31 11 17 34
Assoc. Oreg. Forestry Prog. 22 19 20 25 22 20 21 19 14 27
Exploring Oregon's Past 17 16 17 17 18 7 16 14 19 18
FFA 83 77 83 85 78 89 84 72 77 93
GREEN 10 12 8 10 11 24 6 10 13 9
Naturescaping 13 13 13 12 14 20 10 13 18 10
Oregon Ag Fest 13 11 13 15 15 9 12 14 8 14
PEERS 15 15 15 14 14 11 16 13 9 19
Project Learning Tree 36 40 29 37 52 53 14 30 46 38
Project WET 27 28 24 25 35 47 12 22 35 26
Project WILD 40 38 38 40 56 67 14 33 49 40
Rethinking Recyding 21 16 22 24 19 18 22 22 23 18
Salmon Watch 31 30 28 31 19 42 38 31 35 26
SOLV 57 51 55 61 55 64 53 64 46 50
Stream Scene 12 12 13 10 8 44 8 7 18 13
Summer Ag Institute 13 11 16 12 13 14 13 6 8 22
Talk About Trees 13 14 11 12 20 0 6 12 9 14
The Wonders of Wetlands 10 7 10 13 12 11 7 9 13 8



Table 3. Evaluation of agriculture and natural resource curriculum materials by teachers indicating they
have heard of selected curriculums

Curriculum Name
or abbreviation

General impression about program ( Percent Total Responses)
Very

positive Positive Neutral Negative
Very

negative

4-H 20 32 47 1 0
Ag in the Classroom 30 52 17 1 0
Assoc. Oregon Forestry Program 30 44 26 0 0
Exploring Oregon's Past 36 40 25 0 0
FFA 44 39 16 1 0
GREEN 29 39 32 0 0
Naturescaping 33 52 15 0 0
Oregon Ag Fest 25 32 43 0 0
PEERS 31 39 31 0 0
Project Learning Tree 32 39 28 0 0
Project WET 37 40 23 0 0
Project WILD 42 46 12 0 0
Rethinking Recyding 46 43 10 0 0
Salmon Watch 33 37 30 0 0
SOLV 39 40 20 0 0
Stream Scene 37 46 17 0 0
Summer Ag. Institute 27 33 40 0 0
Talk About Trees 52 40 8 0 0
The Wonders of Wetlands 26 34 40 0 0
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Table 4. Training, use and evaluation of agriculture and natural resource curriculum materials by teachers indicating they have heard of selected curriculums.

Received
Curriculum name	 training/materials
or abbreviation	 (%)

Currently
use information

(%)

Impression about program for those receiving materials (% total responses)
Very	 Very

positive	 Positive	 Neutral	 Negative	 negative

4-H 20 4 56 39 5 0 0
Ag in the Classroom 18 10 50 38 6 6 0
Assoc. Oreg. Forestry Program 22 17 50 42 8 0 0
Exploring Oregon's Past 28 22 45 45 10 0 0
FFA 4 2 65 29 6 0 0
GREEN 20 16 30 50 20 0 0
Naturescaping 22 12 62 38 0 0 0
Oregon Ag Fest. 11 6 67 33 0 0 0
PEERS 20 10 33 58 9 0 0
Project Learning Tree 44 27 45 41 14 0 0
Project WET 62 39 50 38 12 0 0
Project WILD 60 40 53 42 5 0 0
Rethinking Recyding 37 35 55 39 3 0 0
Salmon Watch 9 7 40 60 0 0 0
SOLV 23 16 56 37 7 0 0
Stream Scene 48 34 36 55 9 0 0
Summer Ag Institute 16 16 67 33 0 0 0
Talk About Trees 54 43 64 36 8 0 0
The Wonders of Wetlands 20 14 43 57 0 0 0



title of the program may not generate much excitement among teachers. Alternatively, teachers using the
curriculums may not be impressed, so "word of mouth" marketing may not be occurring.

Training and Use of Materials

Teachers familiar with each program were next asked to indicate whether they had received training or
materials from the program and whether they were currently using these materials in the classroom.
Responses to these questions (Table 4) are expressed as percentages that apply only to those who have
heard of the program. For example, 98 percent of the teachers had heard of 4-H (Table 2); of that 98
percent, 20 percent had actually received training or educational materials from 4-H (Table 4). The
percentage of teachers in the sample who had received training or materials for 4-H was actually
98x.2=19.6 percent.

Thus there were programs like FFA that were known (by 83 percent of all survey respondents) but which
were in the hands of only a few teachers (3 percent of the survey population). In contrast, programs like
Talk About Trees is known by only 13 percent of all teachers; of that 13 percent, 54 percent responded
they had received training or materials, representing 7 percent of the respondents. A third category of
programs were those which elicited low recognition levels and which also had teachers report a relatively
low participation rate. For example, less than 3 percent of the respondents had received training or
materials for GREEN, Oregon Ag Fest, the PEERS Program, Salmon Watch, Summer Ag Institute, and
The Wonders of Wetlands. Programs with materials in the hands of more than 10 percent of the
responding teachers were Project WILD, 4-H, Project WET, Project Learning Tree and SOLV. None of the
programs developed around agriculture themes were in the hands of more than 4 percent of the teachers
surveyed.

Also important was the percentage of teachers currently using particular training or materials they had
received. The percentage between who had received material or training and those that currently use
these materials was one way of measuring what teachers thought of a program. For example, 48 percent
of teachers who had heard of Stream Scene had received training or materials (Table 4). Of this same
group, 34 percent were still using Stream Scene in their classroom, generating a percentage of
(34/48)x100 = 71. Under this criteria, Summer Ag Institute and Rethinking Recycling were the only
programs with a 90 percent or higher current use rate. At the low end were 4-H, FFA and PEERS, which
were used by 50 percent or less of responding teachers who had the materials or training in these
programs.

The level of satisfaction with teaching materials was also determined by evaluating the general impression
of teachers who had received training or materials for a particular curriculum (Table 4). Summer Ag
Institute and Oregon Ag Fest received the highest ranking among teachers who received their materials,
with two-thirds indicating they had a "Very positive" impression about these programs. Also receiving a
"Very positive" ranking from 60 percent or more of teachers were FFA, Naturescaping, and Talk about
Trees. GREEN had the lowest "Very positive" ranking among those using their program; PEERS and
Stream Scene received a "Very positive" ranking from 33 and 30 percent of teachers who received their
materials.

As noted above, none of the materials developed around an agriculture theme were being used to any
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great extent. FFA, Oregon Ag Fest, Ag in the Classroom and Summer Ag Institute were all being used by
less than 3 percent of all respondents. The 4-H programs were getting a bit more use (3.9 percent of
respondents), but these programs typically cover other topics besides agriculture.

As noted before, 4-H, Oregon Ag Fest, and Summer Ag Institute were perceived as "Neutral" by 40 percent
or more of those who had heard of these programs (Table 3), yet 5 percent or less of those who had
received materials from these programs rated them as "Neutral" (Table 4). Therefore, many of the
"Neutral" rankings came from those who had heard of these programs but had never received the
materials. Presumably, these programs should be doing well in the "word of mouth" marketing area. So
one is led to conclude that these programs are not being well marketed statewide and (or) the program
titles themselves do not naturally attract teachers to participate. The localized nature of Oregon Ag Fest
would definitely contribute to high levels of neutral rankings. Given Summer Ag Institute is designed to
serve teachers statewide, these results suggest more effort needs to be made to familiarize teachers with
the program. This point is underscored by results reported below.

Common Curriculum Goals

Throughout the decade of the 1990s, a great deal of focus in K-12 education has been on educational
reform. The Certificate of Initial Mastery (CIM) was created to evaluate knowledge levels of Oregon
students in six major subject areas. The subject areas are English, mathematics, science, social science,
the arts, and second languages. The state has identified Common Curriculum Goals to provide some
guidance as to what students are expected to know in each of the six subject areas. Teachers are
expected to use curriculum materials that are appropriate to meeting the Common Curriculum Goals,
thereby ensuring students are prepared to pass the subject area exams administered during the 10th
grade (Oregon Department of Education). Grade benchmarks are provided at the 3rd, 5th, 8th, and 10th
grade to provide further guidance as to progress toward the goals.

This pressure to align curriculum with state standards is very real, as many teachers indicated in their
written comments at the end of the survey. It also will influence the acceptability of any new or revised
curriculum materials provided to teachers. Materials that are clearly aligned with state standards are likely
to be welcomed, particularly if they cover standards not adequately covered by materials currently being
used.

Consequently, a section of the survey instrument focused on how well the teacher's current materials met
each of nine Common Curriculum Goals. These goals were chosen from the Science and Social Science
areas because it was believed that materials in the agriculture and natural resource area could be used to
meet these goals. The nine goals, along with their corresponding subject area and subareas, are as
follows.
1. (Social Science area, Physical and Cultural Characteristics of Places and Regions) Compare physical

(e.g., landforms, vegetation, wildlife, climate and natural hazards) and human (e.g., population,
land use, language and religion) characteristics of places and regions.

2. (Social Science area, Interaction Between Physical Environments and Humans) Understand how
differing points of view, self interests and global distribution of natural resources play a role in
conflict over territory.
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3. (Science area, Earth and Space Science) Understand the properties and limited availability of the
materials which make up the Earth.

4. (Social Science area, Physical and Cultural Characteristics of Places and Regions subarea)
Understand the social, cultural and economic processes that change the characteristics of places
and regions over time (e.g., development, accessibility, migration, resource use, belief systems,
transportation and communication systems, major technological changes, environment, wars).

5. (Social Science area, Interaction Between Physical Environments and Humans) Describe the
consequences of humans changing the physical environment (e.g., ozone, forests, air, water) and
how human changes in one place affect other places.

6. (Science area, Diversity/Interdependence) Understand the relationships among living things and
between living things and their environments.

7. (Science area, Science and Technology) Understand the process of technological design to solve
problems and meet needs.

8. (Science area, Science in Personal and Social Perspectives) Describe how daily choices of individuals,
taken together, affect global resource cycles, ecosystems and natural resource supplies.

9. (Social Science area, Social Science Analysis) Explain various perspectives on an event or issue and
the reasoning behind them.

Teachers were asked how well their current curriculum materials help in meeting each of these nine goals.
Possible choices were "Not at all", "Not very well", "Adequate", "Very well", or "Not my responsibility". The
results are summarized in Table 5. Summaries are also provided for physical science teachers, social
studies teachers, and K-5 teachers.

What was initially surprising about these results was the relatively high percentage of K-5 teachers who
responded that a particular goal was not their responsibility, even when it was in their subject area. For
example, 39 percent of these teachers felt that the goal "Understand differing points of view" was not their
responsibility, even though the grade level benchmarks suggest this goal should be covered in grade
school. Further investigation revealed that most respondents expressing this viewpoint taught grades K-2.
This suggests a possible flaw with the use of general curriculum goals and benchmarks: by failing to
assign responsibility to cover topics in a particular grade, there may be a tendency to assume the material
will be covered by another teacher in a higher grade. The K-5 teachers also seemed less willing to take
responsibility for the social science goals than those in science.

Responsibility to implement particular curriculum goals was also unclear among the science and social
studies teachers, as evidenced by the "Not my responsibility" responses. For example, 20 percent of the
physical science teachers did not take responsibility for the goal "Understand the properties and limited
availability...", even though this was clearly a science goal with relevant benchmarks at the 8th and 10th
grades. These patterns also held among the social studies teachers.
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Table 5. Teacher evaluation of how well current curriculum materials meet common curriculum goals related to agriculture and natural resourcesa.

aSee text for full description of each Common Curriculum Goal,

All Teachers (%) Physical Science Teachers (%)
Not

at all
Not very

well Adequate
Very
well

Not my
responsibility

Not
at all

Not very	 Very
well	 Adequate	 well

Not my
responsibility

3 14 29 9 45 2 28 21 7 42

5 20 21 5 49 12 23 21 16 28

3 19 33 8 37 5 11 43 21 20

5 17 28 5 45 7 17 24 7 45

2 20 34 12 32 2 18 36 31 13

2 9 34 23 32 2 9 27 43 18

8 23 19 5 44 11 27 30 16 16

3 24 31 7 35 9 20 36 22 13

5 20 28 8 39 7 20 38 20 15

Social Studies Teachers (%) K-5 Teachers (%)

0 23 46 12 19 3 17 41 14 25

4 27 46 8 15 4 26 26 5 39

0 35 35 11 19 3 22 46 9 20

0 31 54 8 7 7 19 35 7 32

4 15 46 12 23 1 26 46 14 13

12 23 27 11 27 0 7 50 36 7

4 31 19 8 38 9 31 23 4 33

4 42 31 8 15 2 30 41 8 19

4 23 39 19 15 6 28 30 6 30

Common
Curriculum Goal

Compare physical characteristics
of places and regions

Understand differing
points of view

Understand limited availability
of materials

Understand processes that change
places over time

Describe consequences of humans
changing the environment
Understand relationships between
living things & environment
Understand process of
technological design
Describe how individual choices
affect natural resources
Explain perspectives on an event
& underlying reasoning

01

Compare physical characteristics
of places and regions

Understand differing
points of view

Understand limited availability
of materials

Understand processes that change
places over time

Describe consequences of humans
changing the environment
Understand relationships between
living things & environment

Understand process of
technological design
Describe how individual choices
affect natural resources
Explain perspectives on an event
& underlying reasoning



Setting aside the "non-responsible" responses, this group of teachers generally was satisfied with the
current curriculum materials available to them. For example, 55 percent of all teachers indicated that they
had used current curriculum materials and applied them to meet the goal "Compare physical
characteristics of places and regions". For convenience of discussion, these 55 percent are designated as
"responsible" teachers, meaning that they felt responsible to teach this particular curriculum goal. Of this
55 percent of "responsible" teachers, over two-thirds indicated that their current materials performed
adequately or very well in meeting this goal. "Adequate" or "Very well" responses were given by more than
two-thirds of "responsible" teachers when asked about their materials meeting the goal "Describe
consequences of humans changing the environment" and "Understand relationships between living things
and the environment".

There were a number of curriculum goals that many teachers felt were not being addressed by their
current materials. For example, "Understand the process of technological design" was being met
adequately by only 43 percent of all "responsible" teachers. "Understand differing points of view" was met
by only 51 percent of "responsible" teachers. In general, these results suggest there is room for new
curriculum materials to be successfully introduced to teachers if they are clearly linked to the Common
Curriculum Goals.

Background and Literacy

Part of the survey instrument was devoted to learning more about teachers backgrounds and experiences
as they related to agriculture and natural resources. In addition, three questions were designed to test
how literate teachers were regarding basic facts about agriculture and timber in Oregon.

To learn more about each teacher's background and life experiences, they were asked to respond "yes" or
"no" to the following questions: Have you lived on a farm; Did your parents live on a farm; Have you paid
more than a brief visit to a farm; Have you worked in the forest products industry; Did your parents work in
the forest products industry; Have you toured a mill, pulp plant, tree farm, etc.; Have you or your parents
worked in the fishery industry; Have you or your parents worked in the mining industry; Have you visited an
agricultural exhibit at the county or state fair; Do you raise a vegetable garden; and have you or your
children participated in 4-H or FFA? Responses to these questions are summarized in Table 6.

A surprising result was the percentage of teachers with some direct exposure to agriculture. Of the
teachers surveyed, 39 percent said they had lived on a farm. Although no direct evidence is provided in
the data, it seems likely some of this group lived in situations that could be classified as "hobby" farms,
rather than true commercial farming operations. Nevertheless, even hobby farms provide individuals some
first-hand experience in raising livestock or crops, living in a rural setting, and being exposed to the
challenges and opportunities inherent to agricultural production. Almost all respondents (95 percent) had
visited an agricultural exhibit and 71 percent raised a vegetable garden. Over one-third participated in or
had their children participate in 4-H or FFA. In short, a greater percentage of teachers have had
experiences related to agriculture than one might think.

Given the historical importance of timber to the Oregon economy, it was surprising to learn that few
teachers had worked in the forest products industry or came from families whose parents worked in the
industry. Even the percentage of those more peripherally exposed to the forest products industry (by
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Table 6. Percentage of teachers that have had the experiences indicated.

Life experience	 Overall
By teaching experience By teaching area By location of district

1-9 10-19 20+ General	 Science Other Large city	 Small city Rural

Lived on a farm 39 35 38 42 37 38 40 29 38 48
Parents lived on a farm 50 49 47 55 52 47 48 43 51 57
Paid more than a brief

visit to a farm 78 74 82 76 73 78 82 70 81 82
Worked in the forest

products industry 17 15 18 17 10 31 20 12 18 20
Parents worked in the

forest products industry 21 24 21 25 21 31 24 21 10 31
Toured a mill, pulp plant,

tree farm, etc. 74 67 75 77 72 76 73 68 70 79
Teacher or parents worked

in fishery industry 6 5 5 8 4 20 5 4 10 7
Teacher or parents worked

in mining industry 3 2 1 7 3 9 3 4 1 3
Visited an agricultural exhibit

at county or state fair 95 91 96 96 96 96 93 94 90 96
Raised a vegetable garden 71 65 77 71 73 69 68 69 78 69
Teacher or children participated

in 4-H or FFA 36 30 34 44 38 33 33 26 30 47



touring a tree farm, pulp plant, etc.) was smaller than those who had attended an agricultural exhibit or who
had paid more than a brief visit to a farm. Much of this seemed gender related. Whereas only 17 percent
of all respondents had worked in the forest products industry, over 33 percent of male respondents
reported having had this work experience. The percentages were much closer for parents who had
worked in the forest products industry, but the percentage for men (25) was larger than that for women
(20). By comparison, 44 percent of male respondents had lived on a farm, compared to 36 percent of
female respondents.

Relatively few responding teachers came from families involved in the fishery or mining industries. Again,
male respondents had more background in these industries than did female teachers. A surprising result
was the percentage of science teachers with background in the fishery or mining industry. Science
teachers were 3 to 4 times more likely to have backgrounds in these industries than respondents from
other subdisciplines. Why this was the case is not clear.

In the area of agricultural literacy, it was difficult to identify a few key questions that would indicate
teachers' understanding of agriculture and forestry in Oregon. Space limitations prevented asking more
than three literacy questions. The first two questions were
"Given Oregon contains 62 million acres of land, (a) what percentage of this land is forested and (b) what
percentage of this land is cultivated cropland."

Teachers were given six percentages to chose from when answering these questions. The percentages
were 6%, 17%, 25%, 36%, 44% and 58%. According to the 1997-98 Oregon Blue Book, Oregon contains
27.5 million acres of forested land. This represents 44.4 percent of the total acreage. The 1992 Census of
Agriculture for Oregon indicates that the state had 2,823,972 acres of harvested cropland, 688,869 acres
of summer fallow, 261,842 acres of cover crops and 103,171 acres of failed crops. The total represents
6.3 percent of all acreage in Oregon. How close responding teachers were to these percentages provides
some sense of how literate they are about land use in Oregon, land being a key part of agriculture and
natural resource base in Oregon.

The third question focused on agricultural commodities. Teachers were asked to name the number one
agricultural commodity in Oregon in 1996. The possible choices were Grass seed, Nursery crops, Trout,
Wheat, and Cattle & calves. Another option could also be selected if they had no idea. According to the
publication 1996-1997 Oregon Agriculture & Fisheries Statistics, Greenhouse and nursery crops generated
$448 million in revenues, grass seed generated $313 million, wheat generated $274 million, cattle and
calves generated $252 million and trout generated $0.6 million. Nursery crops, wheat, and cattle and
calves have all been the top commodity in the state sometime in the past decade. Grass seed has
experienced major growth in the last few years. As recently as 1994, grass seed ranked sixth in total value
of production (behind nursery crops, cattle & calves, hay, wheat and milk).

Table 7 contains a summary of results for the three literacy questions. Most teachers believed that Oregon
contains less forested land than is the case. Weighting the choices by the percentage of teachers
selecting each choice and totalling the result gives a rough weighted average of timber acreage that all
respondents thought existed in the state. The weighted average was about 35 percent forested land,
compared to the actual amount of 44 percent. Science teachers seemed to have a better sense for total
forested acreage than the other two groups. Small city and rural teachers also did better on this question
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Table 7. Teachers' responses to agriculture and natural resource literacy questions (% of total answers to each question;
boldface indicates correct answer).

All
By teaching area By location of district

K-5	 Science	 Other	 Large city Small city Rural

Oregon contains over 62 million acres of land.
A. Approximately what percentage of this land is forested?

6 percent 3 2 2 4 4 4 3
17 percent 13 12 5 16 14 7 14
25 percent 17 17 23 17 18 17 18
36 percent 30 31 32 29 31 38 26
44 percent 21 21 27 21 19 21 24
58 percent 14 17 11 13 14 13 15

B. Approximately what percentage of this land is cultivated cropland?
6 percent 12 9 8 14 9 9 16
17 percent 29 27 42 29 27 30 31
25 percent 29 30 26 29 28 35 28
36 percent 19 21 14 19 23 16 17
44 percent 8 9 5 8 10 9 5
58 percent 3 4 5 1 3 1 3

C. What was the number 1 agricultural commodity in the state of Oregon in 1996?
Grass seed 48 47 41 50 52 49 43
Nursery crops 15 13 25 15 19 9 12
Trout 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wheat 18 22 20 14 19 18 12
Cattle and calves 4 3 7 4 1 7 5
No idea 15 16 7 17 14 17 16
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than the large city teachers.

Teachers had a much poorer sense about the percentage of cultivated cropland. Only 12 percent correctly
answered this question. Again, using the weighted average approach, the average estimate by teachers
was 25 percent, or four times the actual amount. Rural teachers did the best on this question.

Perhaps the most interesting results among the agricultural literacy questions were those relating to the top
agricultural commodity. Nearly half of the teachers thought grass seed was the top commodity in the state.
This result was consistent across all teaching areas and school locations, although science teachers were
closest to the correct answer. About 15 percent of respondents had no idea what the answer was to this
question.

Participation in OSU-Sponsored Programs

A major objective of the survey was to understand why the Summer Ag Institute program has trouble
attracting teachers from urban areas. A section of the survey was devoted to exploring potential
participation in the program and obstacles to participation. The same set of questions were also asked in
regard to Project Learning Tree, another program sponsored at OSU. How respondents answered the
same set of questions for two different programs was expected to generate additional insights into the
receptiveness of the Summer Ag Institute program.

Teachers were first asked whether they had participated in the Summer Ag Institute or Project Learning
Tree. If they hadn't participated in one of these programs, a short paragraph was provided to educate the
teacher about that program, the costs, when the training was offered, and other pertinent details. The
teachers were then asked whether they would be interested in participating in this particular program,
given this paragraph of information and other things they may already know about the program. If teachers
were not interested in participating, they were asked to indicate why. Possible reasons were (1) the
material is not applicable to what they teach, (2) they receive no professional benefit from this kind of
training, (3) the time the training is offered doesn't fit their schedule, (4) the course is not offered in a
convenient location, (5) they are too occupied with the state CIM standards to consider adding additional
material to their class, (6) their administrator does not support this type of training, (7) they can't afford to
pay for the training and (8) any other reason not already listed.

Results for the Summer Ag Institute and Project Learning Tree are provided in Table 8. The percentage of
respondents who had already participated in Summer Ag Institute was very small (1.4 percent). Most were
K-5 teachers from rural communities. As expected, representation was lowest from urban teachers.
Despite this low participation rate, interest in participating at some future date seemed quite reasonable
(29 percent). Less experienced respondents definitely were more interested in participating, as were
science and K-5 teachers. The bad news, however, is that interest from urban and small city respondents
remained much lower than interest from rural teachers (20% and 23% versus 40%).

As might be expected, the most frequently given reason why teachers were not interested in Summer Ag
Institute was because they felt the material was not applicable to what they teach. Of those not interested,
50 percent gave nonapplicability as the reason, of which 21 percent listed this as their only reason for not
being interested. Thirty-seven percent indicated that dealing with CIM standards was a reason for not
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Table 8. Percentage of teachers indicating they have participated or would participate in Summer Ag Institute and Project Learning Tree.

Curriculum Name	 Overall
By teaching experience By teaching area By location of district

1-9 10-19 20+ General Science Other Large city Small city Rural

Had already participated in:

Summer Ag Institute 	 1.4 1.0 1.9 1.3 2.0 0.0 0.9 0.5 1.3 2.3
Project Learning Tree	 11.8 13.2 9.6 12.4 21.3 11.4 1.4 10.0 15.4 12.4

Of those who had not participated,
those interested in participating after
reading a brief description of program:

Summer Ag Institute 	 29 38 27 19 32 38 23 20 23 40
Project Learning Tree	 41 51 38 31 59 49 24 39 38 44



participating, with 30 percent indicating that the timing of the program was poor for them. The percentage
response rates for other reasons were: Can't afford the program, 19 percent; program provides no
professional benefit, 17 percent; location is poor, 12 percent; and other reasons, 25 percent. Commonly
given as reasons in the other category were pending retirement, conflict with family activities, and being
too busy with other things.

Almost 12 percent of all teachers surveyed had received training in Project Learning Tree. The K-5 and
science teachers were much more likely to have received this training than teachers in other fields. Urban
teachers seemed a bit less likely to have participated in Project Learning Tree training.

Another 41 percent of teachers who had not participated in Project Learning Tree were interested in
participating at some future date. When combined with those who already had received training, these
results suggest Project Learning Tree appealed to about half of the teachers in the survey pool. By
contrast, the Summer Ag Institute appealed to a smaller segment of teachers (about 30 percent). Appeal
for Project Learning Tree seemed greatest among less experienced, K-5 teachers. Differences in interest
between urban and rural school districts seemed minimal.

As with Summer Ag Institute, the major reason teachers weren't interested in Project Learning Tree was
because it did not fit with the subjects they were teaching. This reason was listed by 65 percent of the
noninterested teachers, with 39 percent giving this as their only reason. Concerns with the CIM were cited
by 25 percent of the noninterested teachers, of which 6 percent cited this as their only reason. Other
reasons and the frequency they were mentioned are: No professional benefit, 16 percent; poor timing of
program, 11 percent; poor location, 10 percent; and other reasons, 24 percent.

A comparison of responses to the Project Learning Tree program provides some possible reasons for less
interest in the Summer Ag Institute. Project Learning Tree has a broader focus than Summer Ag Institute,
something that apparently made it more attractive to teachers. That broader focus made it attractive to
both urban and rural teachers, whereas the focus of Summer Ag Institute seemed to narrow interest more
to rural teachers. Summer Ag Institute seemed relatively attractive to a broader set of teaching subjects,
but both programs appealed more to grade school and science teachers than anyone else. The issue of
timing seemed a major roadblock to participation in Summer Ag Institute, much more than the requirement
that teachers travel to Corvallis or LaGrande to participate. The CIM also seemed more of an issue with
Summer Ag Institute, perhaps an indication that teachers felt it would require more work to use Summer
Ag Institute material to meet Common Curriculum Goals.

Sources of Curriculum Materials

There are a great many potential sources of curriculum materials that teachers can use. Introducing new
curriculums to teachers can be greatly enhanced if the materials are delivered through an outlet commonly
used by teachers. A question on the survey instrument asked teachers to indicate the sources they use to
obtain curriculum materials. Possible choices included (1) College coursework, (2) District curriculum
office, (3) District inservice, (4) The Internet, (5) Textbooks used in class, (6) Educational magazines, (7)
commercial catalogs, and (8) other sources. Results are in Table 9.

The questionnaire results suggested teachers tap into a great many sources when obtaining materials to
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Table 9. Percentage of teachers that obtain curriculum materials from the indicated sources.

Curriculum Source Overall
By teaching experience By teaching area By location of district

1-9 10-19 20+ General	 Science Other Large city	 Small city Rural

College coursework 54 57 48 57 46 64 61 52 53 58
District curriculum office 26 19 27 32 37 7 18 34 15 21
District inservice 34 29 28 46 46 18 25 43 32 27
The Internet 21 26 17 19 17 31 23 24 18 19
Textbooks used in dass 72 74 70 72 64 84 79 72 67 74
Education magazines 40 40 39 43 39 53 40 44 33 40
Commercial catalogs 25 22 27 26 27 22 22 22 27 26
Other 41 45 42 34 45 44 35 44 45 36



use in the classroom. Classroom textbooks and college coursework were the most common sources of
coursework material, although both were used less by K-5 teachers than middle and high school teachers.
District inservice and curriculum offices were much more likely to be used by K-5 respondents and those in
urban areas. The Internet tended to be used less than other sources, with use greatest among less
experienced, urban, science teachers.

About 40 percent of teachers listed other sources of curriculum materials. Some 45 additional sources
were included in the other category. Sources listed more than once by teachers (in their order of
frequency) were: Personal research and development of materials (46 respondents), other teachers (42
respondents), workshops (25 respondents), buying or otherwise obtaining books (23 respondents),
conferences (10 respondents), life experiences (9 respondents), newspapers (9 respondents), purchased
curriculum materials (8 respondents), library materials (8 respondents), suppliers of educational materials
(6 respondents), magazines (6 respondents), classes outside their degree program (6 respondents),
people in particular industries (6 respondents), government agencies (5 respondents), school kits (3
respondents), seminars (3 respondents), travel (3 respondents), and people (3 respondents).

Perceptions of Farmers and Timber Producers

The last questions in the questionnaire were designed to learn more about the attitude of teachers toward
farmers and timber producers. This information is useful for several reasons. First, biases that teachers
may have about these professions may translate into reluctance to accept curriculum materials that don't
reflect their biases. Second, if teachers have erroneous ideas about farmers or timber producers, efforts
should be made to educate the teachers so they, in turn, can correctly educate their students. Third, there
may be some in the agriculture and natural resource sectors who are opposed to K-12 education in this
area because they believe teachers will provide information critical of practices in these sectors. Knowing
more about teacher attitudes can confirm or refute these beliefs.

To explore the issue of attitudes, a list of 12 descriptors was provided for consideration. About half of
these descriptors had a negative connotation, the other half a positive connotation: (1) Conservationist, (2)
Conservative, (3) Close-minded, (4) Dishonest, (5) Generous, (6) Hard-working, (7) Inflexible, (8)
Innovative, (9) Polluter, (10) Poorly educated, (11) Steward of the land and (12) Wasteful. Teachers were
asked to indicate which terms came to mind when they thought of farmers. The question was then
repeated, except respondents were to instead consider timber producers.

The percentage of respondents indicating they associated each of these terms with farmers and timber
producers is listed in Table 10. Virtually all (95 percent) respondents associated the term "Hard-working"
with farmers. "Steward of the land" (65 percent) and "Conservative" (56 percent) were also indicated by
more than half of the respondents. Three of the negative terms ("Dishonest", "Wasteful", and "Poorly
educated") were indicated by less than 5 percent of all respondents, with "Inflexible" and "Close-minded"
identified by 6 percent of respondents. Only the negative term "Polluter" was indicated by more than 10
percent of all respondents. Even then, a number of teacher respondents wrote comments in the margin
suggesting the term "Polluter" was only appropriate for some farmers.

That farmers were so widely viewed in such positive terms was something of a surprise. It was also
surprising to note that urban teachers had essentially the same attitude toward farmers as did rural and
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Table 10. Percentage of teachers that associate the following terms with farmers and timber producers.

Associated Terms Overall
By teaching experience By teaching area By location of district

1-9 10-19 20+ General Science Other Large city Small city Rural

Farmers
Conservationist 42 30 43 56 48 29 38 41 44 43
Conservative 56 51 63 56 54 67 56 55 58 58
Closed minded 6 7 8 3 5 4 8 5 5 8
Dishonest 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 3 1
Generous 37 34 44 33 38 31 36 39 38 34
Hard-working 95 94 97 93 95 100 93 96 98 93
Inflexible 6 9 3 6 6 7 6 5 5 7
Innovative 41 35 44 44 42 36 41 36 46 43
Polluter 12 10 13 13 11 20 10 12 13 11
Poorly educated 4 2 3 7 2 7 5 4 5 3
Steward of the land 65 55 70 72 68 60 62 68 64 63
Wasteful 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 1 4 2

Timber Producers
Conservationist 30 20 33 41 39 18 24 24 43 32
Conservative 35 31 41 35 36 33 35 35 40 34
Closed minded 14 16 15 12 12 16 17 16 11 14
Dishonest 5 7 5 4 5 11 5 6 5 5
Generous 9 9 11 9 11 11 7 7 13 11
Hard-working 75 75 72 80 74 82 75 73 85 74
Inflexible 16 16 17 15 16 20 15 18 16 14
Innovative 26 24 22 32 29 22 24 23 34 26
Polluter 17 16 16 20 16 29 16 22 15 13
Poorly educated 10 12 11 7 8 16 12 10 11 10
Steward of the land 32 23 33 41 36 33 27 29 40 32
Wasteful 24 27 24 20 23 31 23 23 16 27



small city teachers. K-5 respondents had a slightly more positive picture overall of farmers, and science
teachers a somewhat more negative picture than the overall population. Years of teaching experience also
seemed to have little impact on attitudes except in two areas. Whether farmers were viewed as
"Conservationist" or "Steward of the land" definitely seemed related to years of teaching experience, with
more experienced teachers rating farmers much higher in both these areas than less experienced
teachers. This result would seem to suggest that less experienced teachers view farmers as less caring
about the land they farm, perhaps more willing to exploit the land and its resources. If most less
experienced teachers are younger, then the results suggest a generational shift in attitudes toward farmers
that probably reflects society as a whole.

Timber producers were also generally viewed in positive terms by responding teachers, although not to the
same degree. The term "hard worker" elicited a positive response from more than 75 percent of
respondents. In all 12 categories, the percentage responding favorably to a positive attribute was higher
for farmers and the percent responding positively to a negative attribute was higher for timber producers.
Large differences existed when considering the terms "Wasteful" (24 percent versus 2 percent for farmers),
"Generous" (9 percent versus 37 percent for farmers) and "Steward of the land" (32 percent versus 65
percent for farmers). Small-city teachers had a bit more favorable view of timber producers than either
urban or rural respondents. As with farmers, K-5 teachers viewed timber producers more positively, and
science teachers viewed timber producers more negatively than the average respondent. Years of
teaching experience also seemed to impact on the "Conservationist" and "Steward of the land" attitudes,
with more experienced teachers again more favorably disposed toward timber producers than their less
experienced colleagues.

Additional analyses were done using other data in the survey to see if these data could predict the
attitudes of teachers towards farmers and timber producers. One hypothesis is that particular curriculums
may influence teachers' attitudes'. These attitude rankings were summarized for teachers who had
received training and (or) materials for GREEN, Project WET, Project WILD, Project Learning Tree,
Rethinking Recycling, Salmon Watch, SOLV, Stream Scene, Summer Ag Institute and Talk about Trees.
Project WILD, Project Learning Tree, Rethinking Recycling, SOLV, and Stream Scene seemed to exhibit
little consistent influence on teachers' attitudes, although teachers who received the curriculums with a
water focus were more likely than the average respondents to consider farmers and timber producers to be
polluters.

Talk about Trees seemed to shift all rankings to reflect a bit more favorable attitude toward timber
producers. Summer Ag Institute participants had a much more favorable view toward farmers. For
example, 67 percent of respondents who participated in Summer Ag Institute considered farmers to be
generous, compared with 37 percent for all respondents. Respondents receiving Salmon Watch materials
were more likely to perceive farmers and timber producers in more negative terms. For example, 46
percent associated farmers with the term "Polluter" (versus 12 percent overall) and 15 percent associated
them with the term "Close-minded" (versus 6 percent overall). Regarding timber producers, 23 percent of
Salmon Watch curriculum recipients associated them with the term "Dishonest" (versus 6 percent overall)

3 The assumption in analyzing these results is that curriculum influences teacher attitudes. In fact, this may not be the case. It could
be that teacher attitudes influence the type of curriculum sought out for classroom use. This point should be kept in mind when considering
these results.
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and 31 percent associated timber producers with the term "Inflexibile" (versus 16 percent overall). The
most influential curriculum, however, was GREEN. Ten percent of GREEN recipients associated farmers
with the term "Dishonest' (versus 1 percent overall), 10 percent associated them with the term "Wasteful"
(versus 1 percent overall), 10 percent associated them with the term "Conservationist" (versus 42 percent
overall), and 40 percent associated them with the term "Polluters" (versus 12 percent overall). GREEN
recipients also were more than twice as likely to associate timber producers with the terms "Wasteful" and
'polluter" versus the overall population.

It is a very telling observation that respondents using the common curriculums (such as Project WET,
Project WILD and Project Learning Tree) have attitudes that closely match those of the general respondent
population. By contrast, teacher respondents using little known curriculums like Summer Ag Institute,
Salmon Watch, and GREEN all report attitudes toward farmers and timber producers that are markedly
different from the average respondent. This observation suggests a curriculum must be perceived as
balanced if it is to gain widespread use among teachers. It also may be another indicator about why
Summer Ag Institute, in particular, seems to have limited appeal among teachers.

Another comparison made was on family background. Respondents who had lived on a farm were a bit
more (less) likely to associate positive (negative) attributes with farmers, but the attitude shift was relatively
small. Teachers whose parents worked in the forest products industry also had a small, favorable
difference in attitude toward timber producers. Previous experiences did not seem to have much impact
on respondents attitudes toward farmers and timber producers.

Ranking of Professions

A third question used a different approach to discern teachers' attitudes toward farmers and timber
producers. Questionnaire recipients were given a list of 12 occupations (auto mechanic, building
contractor, civil engineer, farmer, grain marketer, K-12 teacher, manufacturing technician, physician, social
worker, sales clerk, software writer, and timber producer). They were then asked to rank these 12
occupations based on the recipients perception of economic and non-economic contribution to society.
The rankings were made numerically on a 1-12 scale, 12 being the most valuable, 11 being the next most
valuable and so forth. These results are summarized in Table 11.

About 10 percent of the respondents refused to rank these professions, stating that all professions
contribute equal value to society. Those that did complete the rankings consistently placed K-12 teachers,
physicians and farmers at or near the top of their lists. These professions remained at the top regardless
of the respondent's school location, subject area, or gender. Engineers and social workers were ranked in
the next group, although the importance of social workers varied a great deal among respondents. Social
workers were considered more important among urban versus rural teachers. Timber producers and
building contractors fell in the middle of the ranks, with the higher variability of ranking for timber producers
suggesting the diverse opinions existed about the benefits of that profession. The high variability around
the respondent's ranking for software writers also suggests a divergence of opinion about that profession.
Sales clerks were clearly considered the least valued profession by respondents.
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Table 11. Ranking by teachers of common professions according to their economic and non-economic value to society.a

Occupation
Overall Score By gender By teaching area By location of district

Mean Std. Dev. Male Female General	 Science Other Large city	 Small city Rural

K-12 Teacher 11.3 1.1 11.3 11.3 11.4 11.0 11.3 11.4 11.0 11.3
Physician 10.2 1.8 10.4 10.1 10.1 10.6 10.2 10.1 10.3 10.3
Farmer 10.1 1.7 10.1 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.1 9.8 10.4 10.2
Civil Engineer 7.0 2.2 7.0 7.0 6.7 7.2 7.3 7.3 6.6 6.9
Social Worker 6.6 3.3 6.1 6.8 6.9 6.4 6.3 7.4 6.5 5.9
Building Contractor 5.8 2.2 5.6 5.9 5.8 5.1 5.9 5.4 5.7 6.1
Timber Producer 5.8 2.8 5.6 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.6 5.5 6.0 6.0
Manufact. Technician 5.0 2.1 5.1 4.9 4.8 5.3 5.1 4.8 5.4 4.9
Auto Mechanic 5.0 2.4 5.2 4.9 5.0 4.5 5.1 4.7 5.2 5.2
Grain Marketer 4.9 2.5 4.6 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.9 4.9 5.1 4.8
Software Writer 4.3 2.7 4.6 4.1 4.3 4.8 4.2 4.3 3.7 4.4
Sales Clerk 2.4 2.0 2.6 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.3

a Respondents gave each profession a separate ranking, with the most valuable given a 12, the next most valuable given an 11, and so forth.



Summary

The need for a better understanding of how agriculture and natural resource curriculums were utilized in
the classroom was a major reason for conducting this survey of K-12 teachers. Another reason for the
study was to understand why the Summer Ag Institute seemed to hold less appeal for urban teachers than
those from rural areas. The results provided some answers to these questions, as well as a better
understanding of other, related issues.

Curriculums focused primarily on agriculture were receiving much less use than natural resource-based
curriculums. The information about attitudes supplied by each respondent suggested that the agriculture
curriculums were viewed as too narrow. Those interested in promoting a better understanding of
agriculture need to identify curriculum materials broad enough to cover related natural resource issues.
Curriculums viewed as fair and evenhanded also seemed to stand a better chance of being adopted.

Written comments made by respondents (Appendix B) suggested they realized the importance of teaching
children about agriculture and natural resources. However, they also noted the tremendous pressure they
face to align their curriculum materials with the state benchmarks for K-12 education. Much of the state
focus thus far has been on reading, writing, and math: assessments for science and social science still
need to be put in place. As the respondents noted, topics not covered on the state assessment tests (such
as agriculture and natural resource instruction) are being squeezed out. Should this trend continue, the
result will be a future citizenry with a relatively poor understanding of how food and fiber is produced, as
well as the process to move these products from the land to consumable products.

The written comments also suggested that teachers are continually in search of materials that better help
them teach topics in agriculture and natural resources. A sizeable segment of the respondents did not feel
that current agriculture and natural resource curriculum materials are adequate to meet the statewide
benchmarks in selected science and social science areas. It seemed likely that most teachers would
readily adopt curriculum materials that help them satisfy the state's benchmarks. Consequently, an effort
to link the benchmarks to existing curriculum materials would greatly increase the likelihood that teachers
would use these materials.

The results indicate that respondents viewed farmers in positive terms. Timber producers did not fare as
well, but it is clear that a quarter or less of teachers responding had negative altitudes toward timber
producers. These results indicate that those in the agriculture and timber sector should not be overly
concerned that teachers will teach something less than a balanced perspective on natural resource use
and preservation. Indeed, these results suggest if any bias exists in this instruction it will be toward
agriculture, not against it.

The results reveal some very positive things about Summer Ag Institute, as well as some areas of concern.
It is clear that the Institute had a positive impact on teachers who participated in the program. The
teachers who received the training continue to use the materials. The information seems to make teachers
more favorably disposed toward the agricultural sector.

Nevertheless, the Institute faces some significant challenges. Summer Ag Institute does not naturally
appeal to urban teachers. Major recruitment efforts will be needed to increase participation by urban
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teachers. Even then, it may be that the Institute is perceived as being too narrow subject wise to attract
large numbers of urban teachers.

A larger problem, however, is the size of Summer Ag Institute. Because the institute can only
accommodate about 40 teachers per year, it can never be a major source of agriculture-related curriculum
the way Project WILD (for example) provides curriculum material with a wildlife flavor. This is a major
problem, given the lack of any good alternative agriculture-based curriculums in the state. Those who
support greater agricultural literacy among K-12 students must identify a new curriculum that will be more
appealing to teachers, particularly those in K-5 and science.
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I. Listed below are the names of several educational programs dealing with agricultural and natural resources that are available to K-12 teachers in Oregon.
As you read each one, please circle 1 for "Yes" if you have heard of the program or 2 for "No". For each "Yes" response, circle 3 for "Yes" if you have
received training in or have materials from this program, 4 for "No". Circle 5 for "Yes" if you currently use these materials in the classroom, 6 for "No".
Also, if you have heard of the program, please circle the number that best describes your overall general impression of it.

Heard of
Program?

Received Training
and (or) Materials?

Currently Use
Information?

/

General Impression About Program

VERY VERY
Title of Program YES NO YES NO YES NO POSITIVE POSITIVE NEUTRAL NEGATIVE NEGATIVE

a. 4-H 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2
	 r 	   

3
r

4
r 	   

5

b. Ag. in the Classroom 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
r 	 .- 	 r 	

c. Associated Oreg. Forestry Program 1 2 3 4 5 6 1
	 ,- 	

2 3
	 .. 	

4 5

d. Exploring Oregon's Past 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 2 3 4 5

e.	 F.F.A. 1 2 3 4 5 6 I _2
	 . 	   3 4

. 	   
5

f. G.R.E.E.N. Program 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2
	 - 	   3

,
4

- 	   
5

g. Naturescaping I 2 3 4 5 6 I 2 3 4 5

h. Oregon Ag. Fest 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
	. ,-	 . 	 ,• 	

i. P.E.E.R.S. Program I 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
. . .. 	 .. 	

j. Project Learning Tree (OFEP) I 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
. . 	 . . 	

k. Project Wet 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
' . ,- . 	

I. Project Wild 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 2 3 4 5
. 	 . 	 . 	

m. Rethinking Recycling 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
. . . 	 . 	 . 	

n. Salmon Watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
.. . 	 I. 	

o. S.O.L.V. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2. 3 4 5
I- . 	   I. I. 	 r 	 s-

p. Stream Scene/Uplands Curriculum I 2 3 4 5 6 I 2 3 4
.- 	. 	 . 	 . 	

q. Summer Ag. Institute I 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
	 1 	   	 . r	 r	 r 	 r 	

r. Talk about Trees 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5

s. The Wonders of Wetlands 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
r 	

2 3
r 	 r 	

4 5

t. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1	 2	 3	 4 5

pa
CD •3
CA 113
^4: CD5 0.
,a
CD
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2. Listed below are some of the state's common curriculum goals that relate to agricultural and natural resource issues. Please circle
the number in the column that best describes how well your current curriculum materials help you meet these goals. If you are not
responsible for covering this goal, please circle "5".

Common Curriculum Goal

How well your materials meet these goals

NOT
AT ALL

NOT VERY
WELL ADEQUATE

VERY
WELL

NOT MY
RESPONSIBILITY

Compare physical (e.g., landforms, vegetation, wildlife, climate and natural
hazards) and human (e.g., population, land use, language and religion)
characteristics of places and regions.

I 2 3 4 5

	 4. 	 4 	 I. 	 • 	

Understand how differing points of view, self interests and global distribution of
natural resources play a role in conflict over territory.

1 2 3 4 5

Understand the properties and limited availability of the materials which make
up the Earth.

I 2 3 4 5

Understand the social, cultural and economic processes that change the
characteristics of places and regions over time (e.g., development accessibility,
migration, resource use, belief systems, transportation and communication
systems, major technological changes, environment, wars).

I 2 3 4 5

	 F 	 4 	 I- 	 4 	

Describe the consequences of humans changing the physical environment (e.g.,
ozone, forests, air, water) and how human changes in one place affect other
places.

I 2 3 4 5

Understand the relationships among living things and between living things and
their environment.

I 2 3 4 5

	i.	 • 	 i. 	 • 	
Understand the process of technological design to solve problems and meet
needs.

1 2 3 4 5

Describe how daily choices of individuals, taken together, affect global resource
cycles, ecosystems and natural resource supplies.

I 2 3 4 5

Explain various perspectives on an event or issue and the reasoning behind them. I 2 3 4 5

3. Next we would like to learn more about your background and life experiences in the agricultural and natural resource area.
Please circle YES or NO for each of the following:

a. Have you lived on a farm? 	  YES	 NO
b. Did your parents live on a farm 9	   YES	 NO
c. Have you paid more than a brief visit to a farm? 	  YES	 NO
d. Have you worked in the forest products industry? 	  YES	 NO
e. Did your parents work in the forest products industry? 	  YES	 NO
f. Have you toured a mill, pulp plant, tree farm, etc.? 	  YES	 NO
g. Have you or your parents worked in the fishery industry? 	  YES	 NO
h. Have you or your parents worked in the mining industry? 	  YES	 NO
i. Have you visited an agricultural exhibit at the county or state fair? YES 	 NO
j. Do you raise a vegetable garden? 	  YES	 NO
k. Have you or your children participated in 4-H or FFA? 	  YES	 NO

4. Now for a short quiz. Oregon contains over 62 million acres of land.
A. Approximately what percentage of this land is forested? (Circle one of the following percentages)

a. 6%	 c. 25%	 e. 44%
b. 17%	 d. 36%	 f. 58%

B. Approximately what percentage of this land is cultivated cropland? (Circle one of the following percentages)
a. 6%	 c. 25%	 e. 44%
b. 17%	 d. 36%	 f. 58%

C. What was the number 1 agricultural commodity in the state of Oregon in 1996? (Circle one of the following choices)
a. GRASS SEED	 d. WHEAT
b. NURSERY CROPS e. CATTLE & CALVES
c. TROUT	 f. I HAVE NO IDEA
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5. We would next like to explore your knowledge about two particular programs sponsored by Oregon State University: The
Summer Ag Institute and Project Learning Tree.

5a. Have you ever participated in the Summer Ag Institute? (Circle one number)
1 YES	 (Go to Question Sb)
2 NO	 (Please continue)

The Summer Ag Institute is a week-long graduate education course designed to help K-12 teachers incorporate agricultural
themes into their classrooms. In 1997 the program was offered June 23-28 in Corvallis and August in 4-9 in LaGrande.
Participants tour farms, businesses, and research facilities, attend lectures on agricultural topics and are overnight guests of host
farm families. The cost is $200 for 3 hours of college credit, housing and all meals.

Given this brief description of Summer Ag Institute and other knowledge you already have about the program, would you be
interested in participating in this training at some future date? (Circle one number)

1 YES	 (Go to Question Sb)
2 NO	 (Please Continue)

Please indicate why you are not interested in participating in Summer Ag Institute (Please circle all numbers that apply)
1	 The material is not applicable to what I teach
2	 I receive no professional benefit from this kind of training (i.e., it doesn't help me maintain my certification or

gain a salary increase)
3	 The time the training is offered doesn't fit my schedule
4	 The course is not offered in a convenient location
5	 I am too preoccupied dealing with the state CIM standards to consider adding additional material to my class
6	 My administrator does not support this type of training
7	 I can't afford to pay for the training
8	 Other 	

5b. Have you ever received training to teach Project Learning Tree? (Circle one number)
1 YES	 (Go to Question 6)
2 NO	 (Please continue)

Project Learning Tree is a K-12 interdisciplinary environmental education curriculum that focuses on trees and forests.
Teachers participate in 6 hours of staff development workshops to help them understand how to use the curriculum in a class
setting. The cost (including coverage for a classroom substitute) is free for teachers in the Portland metropolitan area and along
the I-5 corridor. Others pay a minimal charge for materials.

Given this brief description of Project Learning Tree and other knowledge you already have about the program, would you be
interested in participating in this training at some future date? (Circle one number)

1 YES	 (Go to Question 6)
2 NO	 (Please Continue)

Please indicate why you are not interested in receiving the Project Learning Tree training (Please circle all numbers that apply)
1	 The material is not applicable to what I teach
2	 I receive no professional benefit from this kind of training (i.e., it doesn't help me maintain my certification or

gain a salary increase)
3	 The time the training is offered doesn't fit my schedule
4	 The course is not offered in a convenient location
5	 I am too preoccupied dealing with the state CIM standards to consider adding additional material
6	 My administrator does not support this type of training
7	 Other 	

6. Where have you obtained most of the curriculum materials for your classes? (Circle the numbers that apply)
1 COLLEGE COURSEWORK 5 TEXTBOOKS USED IN CLASS
2 DISTRICT CURRICULUM OFFICE 6 EDUCATION MAGAZINES
3 DISTRICT INSERVICE 7 COMMERCIAL CATALOGS
4 THE INTERNET 8 OTHER

(PLEASE TURN THE PAGE)
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In the last part of the survey we would like to get a better sense about your attitude toward those primarily responsible for managing
agricultural and natural resources. This will help in providing better materials and programs for teachers to use.

7. The following is a list of descriptive terms which you may or may not associate with the farming profession. As you read each
term, circle the number if you feel that term is one you generally associate with farmers. (Circle all numbers that apply)

1 CONSERVATIONIST	 7 INFLEXIBLE
2 CONSERVATIVE	 8 INNOVATIVE
3 CLOSED MINDED	 9 POLLUTER
4 DISHONEST	 10 POORLY EDUCATED
5 GENEROUS	 11 STEWARD OF THE LAND
6 HARD-WORKING	 12 WASTEFUL

8. The following is a list of descriptive terms which you may or may not associate with those who produce timber. As you read each
term, circle the number if you feel that term is one ou generally associate with timber producers (Circle all numbers that apply)

1 CONSERVATIONIST	 7 INFLEXIBLE
2 CONSERVATIVE	 8 INNOVATIVE
3 CLOSED MINDED	 9 POLLUTER
4 DISHONEST	 10 POORLY EDUCATED
5 GENEROUS	 11 STEWARD OF THE LAND
6 HARD-WORKING	 12 WASTEFUL

9. The following represent a dozen common professions that employ a significant number of Oregonians. Please rank these 12
professions based on what you believe their value (both economic and noneconomic) is to society. For example, the profession that
you feel is most valuable to society would receive a 12, that which is next in importance would receive an 11, and so forth. No ties
are allowed in the rankings, i.e., each number rank should only be used once.

AUTO MECHANIC
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
CIVIL ENGINEER
COMPUTER SOFTWARE WRITER
FARMER
K-12 TEACHER
MANUFACTURING TECHNICIAN
GRAIN MARKETER
PHYSICIAN
SALES CLERK
SOCIAL WORKER
TIMBER PRODUCER (WOODLOT OWNER)

If you do not teach high school students (i.e., grades 10-12), please go on to question #11.

10. Please list the subject areas covered by all Advanced Placement (AP) classes at your high school. Possible subjects include Art,
Art History, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Economics, English, French, German, Government & Politics, U.S. History,
European History, Calculus, Music Theory, Physics, Psychology, Spanish and Studio Art.

11. Finally, is there anything else you would like to say about education in general or teaching about natural resources in particular?

(THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION)
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Appendix B
Written Responses to the Question

"Is there anything else you would like to say
about education in general or teaching about

natural resources in particular?"
Baker County

1 - We need more materials presented to our district that are from the point of view of the farmers and
timber workers. Many available things are written by environmental groups that are against what these
people do.

Benton County

16 - Mainly taught in Biology and Global Studies classes, not literature (my subject area)

Clackamas County

17 - As Albert Einstein said, "Experience is knowledge, all else is just information." That's why I spent
copious amount of time this year raising and releasing salmon with my class.

19 - I think the most important thing for the future of the land, (flora & fauna) the people and the long term
health of the state is for people to realize their democratic rights:  responsibilities - to guard against endless
consumption and degradation of the resources necessary for survival. I think that my students would best
be served in learning about their local water issues, where does their garbage go? Where does the water,
come from? Have these issues of forest-fish etc. always been the way they are now? I feel it's important
for them to have an appreciation for their impact on the land thru consumption of resources the CIM's &
CAM's do not ask for a measure of this crucial piece.

20 - I am not sure about the purpose of this survey - to reveal teachers' biases? To reveal how we need
more materials for a grant? This subject area is extremely important so yes - send us all the material you
have - make programs available to teachers and students.

29 - It is extremely important for people/children to understand its place in our lives.

33 - I realize that I am carrying around some uninformed prejudices!

41 - I would be interested in more of the programs on p. 1, but they don't align w/my 7 th . gr. curriculum.
This is my rt . yr. teaching in OR. I was familiar w/more environmental programs in WA, where I came
from.

46 - If/when you teach teachers, provide curriculum, etc. please connect it to what the state expects us to
teach otherwise it's a waste of time because we're limited on time, and assessment - student achievement
- state testing is becoming a very big deal (students meeting "benchmark") so, as a teacher - we're forced
to focus our time & attention there. Also - pilot stuff w/kids to see if it will hold their attention/interest -
creativity *Also - low materials cost, prep. is great too - teachers will be more likely to use it.
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52 - In the primary years it needs to be hands-on.

54 - I think the issues oriented curriculum alluded to here works better for older students than I teach. I
teach 4' grade, and at this level we are working on skills of reading, writing, math, interpreting data, etc.
that students will later be able to apply to complex social & environmental problems.

55 - It is a worthwhile subject to teach. I would like to establish a raised bed garden on the grounds at my
school

57 - State Dep. of Ed., and also at the National level, are transforming our educational system into a
"workforce development" program. There are volumes of documents to support my statement." If people
would do their research, they would know this!!

78 - Why does the state require biology when I believe Environmental Science - concentrating on
Environmental health, appropriate decision making process.

92 - Teaching about natural resources ties into every content area (math, reading, science, social studies).
With the huge amount of resources in our state, our children should be well-educated in this area. All
people all or will be impacted by the availability of resources in our state. If not at the grocery store or
when building a house, then directly by their employment.

93 - Natural resources can be used to teach all subjects in an integrated curriculum. That is what an
apprenticeship was all about - Good luck in your endeavor to "ground" us as educators in our real
surroundings

95 - I believe this is very important. Time is such a huge factor in what I plan. Our science series, Silver
Burdett is excellent. It's many activities integrate in a matter that is useful and well organized.

98 - We use Silver-Burdett Discovery works Sciences. Conservation is being taught. Effects of pollution
on the environment is taught as a cause/effect relationship. In our social studies text we have read about
Farming Communities like Merced, CA. and dairy farmers in Iowa. I do a simulation of a colony where the
students have to make choices to establish food sources. Some communities children "set up" are
successful for farming others are not. One community has a resource of trees they use for lumber. The
timber industry is mentioned with fishing with Seattle being the community highlighted.

109 - To help awareness - develop Math problems in the area of agriculture for us to add into our
curriculum. i.e. Data Analysis, cost, profits, wts units, samplings.

112 - I believe it is important to continue awareness of the importance of maintaining and improving the
resources.

113 - If I had time in my day, this would be an important concept.

114 - In the "Talk About Trees" program I was really pleased to see that the concept of trees as a
renewable resources was covered.
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115 - There are plenty of resources available, and more inservices on this type of material than on many
other subjects. It's the hours in the school day that are limiting.

118 - I don't know that I was the appropriate person to fill out this survey, but I am interested in
incorporating natural resources education into my curriculum. I am an alternative H.S. teacher, serving 9-
12 graders who are considered "at risk." These students enjoy and need hands on type learning and my
assistant and I are trying to put together more environmental type lessons.

Clatsop County

123 - I wish information that is in the public eye, were based on hard science rather than spin artists,
lawyers, & so called environmentalists.

129 - There is very little time in the day to teach this topic. We have to push students through the state
requirements

Columbia County

135 - With larger class, less money, & more expectations. I'm trying to just stay calm & do a good job of
teaching language arts & math. We were a community that always supported our schools & in the name of
equalization & taking away local control we are now at the bottom of the heap. We've laid of 1/3 of our
teachers since we went to state control. Our morale is very low! We have money for nothing!

'136 - Our natural resources and the protection of those natural resources need to be taught in the early
primary grades and continue through 12 th . Grade. I'm a 3/4 blend teacher and gardening around the
school has been a successful and rewarding program that my class has responded positive to and
hopefully will be a life-long interest.

Coos County

158 - I just don't know that much about it.

163 - I wished I had the time do teach more of this type of thing.

168 - It can be risky - especially in a small town. There is a need to bring "sides" togther - seems like
scientific investigation is not answering questions accurately -

171 - In general we don't have the training to do an adequate job. Not seen by the general public as an
important area. They have to be educated, also.

Crook County

174 - Concentrating on 'standards' has ignored the needs of TAG and those w/learning disabilities - The
setting up of these etc is being ignored. I teach reading through science & I have not been able to 'grab'
children w/projects because of all the evaluations required in an inappropriate manner!
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180 - About education in general: When the state really values education, they will choose to put the
monetary resources back into the system. Until this happens, we can look forward to more problems. Dr.
Perry, get out of your office and into some classroom in low socio-economic communities and experience
what it is like to be a teacher who has to buy textbooks and materials out of your own pocket. What
business or industry would expect their employees to pay $200. to attend a workshop. If a business
thought it was important they would pay for it!

Curry County

185 - It would be great to have more resources available relating to natural resources & conservation.

187 - Education is an excellent profession. It is unfortunate that many people stereotype teachers,
loggers, farmers etc.

Deschutes County

190 - I appreciate any resources, guests, field trips ideas, or classes that you offer. Please send me
updated information.

193 - It would be nice if we had all the time in the world to teach it all, but there is not enough time
especially with all the state testing that has to be done.

195 - It's important for kids to understand how valuable natural resources are and how best to preserve
them for future generations.

202 - I feel that students are much more aware of the environment and how to protect it and or natural
resources that when I was a child.

207 - Great strides are taking place in maintenance of environment.

210 - We could use materials, projects for science eg. environmental issues. We have very limited budget
& textbooks etc., Speakers, field trips are great too.

213 - This has shown me that these are areas that I do not know much about & should probably become
more aware of.

217 - In order to take advantage of various programs, we need to know what's available. OK - 50% my
responsibility = 50 %? Thank you.

218 - Most of the natural resource education is in the HS or elem. School in our school or taught by the
Science Dept.

Douglas County

230 - I feel that it is very, very important but our curriculum is overflowing already. I don't see how it can be
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given much time.

235 - As a student at OSU it was apparent that the Foods/Ag/Forrestry Dept were advocates for their
industries. This gave them the appearance of being stooges and apologist for excesses of those
segments due to financial benefits derived. I believe this may have hurt your collective credibility. Taking
a more even handed approach would enhance your image among teachers.

240 - I would very much like more background if I weren't about to retire.

253 - Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions, or would like to submit materials to me
please feel free.

254 - When I taught biology - 3 years were offered I tried to incorporate dialogue about the environment
pollution, etc. My person belief is that Oregon's forests (natural resources) are more valuable here they
sustain the quality of our experience, air, & water rather than their timber uses. I don't mind cutting if done
well and of the state supported increase planting and reforest. However the forest have multiple uses.

258 - 1) emphasis on conservation vs. preservation 2) helping educators teach/define environmentalist or
ecologist.

259 - I am amazed at the number of educational programs listed that I know nothing about. As a teacher
of 22 years - it is a shame to have resources available but unknown. Advertising of these programs to
educators at the elementary level needs to increase in my district.

Harney County

267 - There is a disproportionate emphasis on the environmental side of issues. Most land owners (who
make their living off the land) today realize that the land is their resource and are willing and interested in
protecting it. Environmentalists all too often are out of touch. They have their 5,000 sq. ft. home built and
complain about poor quality of insect damaged vegetables and want a total ban on logging insecticides
and herbicides. Something about this picture is wrong!

268 - Natural resources education is one subject that could be integrated across the curriculum more
thoroughly & needs to be updated frequently. Thank you.

Jackson County

286 - Workshops help me the most. Piles of materials and/or textbooks I don't get to. To Be Effective you
need to get district support - principal buy in - and then win the teachers. It's hard for teachers to make the
uphill battle without support.

289 - Questions 7 & 8 are very misleading and, in my opinion, will skew your data if you include to use
them in your determination of teachers perceptions of agricultural workers. Please send us curric.
materials!
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290 - What I generally include is information on German recycling and some forest practices because that
ties in with my subject area.

294 - Teaching is the most difficult job I've ever had. Even Woodrow Wilson found politics less stressful
than the academic profession (he taught college - Princeton I believe).

295 - Need more resource speakers - hands on activities for elementary kids. Could use more materials -
always need to purchase our own videos.

298 - The media needs better educated on both sides of these industry vs. environment issues.

300 - Ongoing projects that math and science can be integrated into give students reasons to learn and
use math and science. The connecting with the real world helps with why we are studying these subjects.

308 - We need to do a better job of giving the kids a balanced, realistic view of the world, their place in it
and their impact on it.

311 - environmental education is extremely important. However, most materials, ie project wild, are
bloated and too much for a busy teacher to read, Parse it way down to the best of the best. Don't expect
classrooms teachers to teach your materials over much.

312 - We really need to do more and get girls involved. We need to teach students that ag. is more than
"cows" and forestry is not just for boys.

316 - I would love to have the time to teach these subject in a hand-on format. Unfortunately, there is not
the time or resources. I do the best I can with the materials I get.

324 - I teach physics and chemistry. It would be nice to incorporate some of the programs with this.

328 - Students need to learn more about what is needed to preserve the environment & how that can be
balanced with our economic needs.

Josephine County

353 - Curriculum in these areas would be great as I am new at teaching science and would like more
resources. Thank you.

354 - We all need to practice using fewer resources in our daily life. We need to be careful of what we
have and appreciate it. 361 - Fieldtrips and hands-on experience is the only thing I see as effective.

Klamath County

358 - Could use any curriculum resources available.

360 - Thanks for the survey (well, actually the chance in the drawing). I am a music teacher, not much
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applies to your cause.

364 - Some of the most useful resources have come from industry that I have received and used in class.
They are a great resource from everything like models, charts etc. to research materials.

369 - There is such a dominance to meet the CIM that I've had to regrettably cut hours of science, arts,
etc. to add time to teach for the open-ended math and the writing assessment. I find this frustrating.

370 - I feel students need to be in many outdoor education classes and go on many field trips about their
forests, hatcheries, farms at a younger age to realize the impact & imp. of protecting our environment.

374 - As a first grade teacher, I found most of this survey to discussing things I know very little about, or
things that are not stressed as important in public education. However, I feel the majority of industry in
Oregon relates to the farming and timber, yet the schools are doing very little to inform students about the
industry and jobs in it. Especially at the	 grade level.

376 - Grade school children like lessons that are hands-on. Stickers given as incentives to do the lessons
work very well.

381 - No, but about this survey? Yes. It reads like you've masked the true intent of this survey - promoting
a couple of programs you've a vested interest in. I'm sorry, maybe the "imperative" tone of your cover
letter, and specifically your follow-up post card reminder, unduly jaded my spirit of academic participation.

Lake County

390 - I'd like to see materials which are more open-minded to all parties, i.e; farmers, ranchers, etc. as well
as environmentalist. I feel the media tends to "skew" the truth on both sides and it seems to keep the
agitation between the two groups open.

Lane County

397 - It is important to teach.

398 - I feel we as teachers can and need to help children learn about our natural resources and how to
protect them in a reasonable way. As we work with children, it is important for use to help them gain
knowledge and understanding a variety of careers and options.

401 - I found this questionnaire very foreign to my interests & responsibilities. I question my value in being
in your research group.

403 - I always enjoy the opportunity to learn more!

404 - NR teaching is essential in schools (all ages) knowledge, practice, practical (field trips), recycling all
very important.
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407 - No, except that I teach Languages Arts and Social Studies/Health and I touch briefly, many of these
areas but only a few in depth.

413 - The public becomes distrustful when "opposing sides" to issues are so conflicting. If my dad is right -
we are in tA trouble concerning our resources and attitude about our environment. He studies it alot.
Best wishes as you try to communicate the message you desire about agriculture and timber industry. My
personal life style is to try and be environmentally aware by recycling, supporting organizations that fight
for clean air and water. I support legislation that supports conserving forests - protecting salmon, etc. I do
not incorporate your curriculum simply because of the limited time to cover the basic curriculum in music. I
do teach against wastefulness. Our society alarms me.

421 - Teaching about natural resources is an important part of a kids education, even though I teach
physical science I bring up some thoughts about natural resources mostly just as an aside.

423 - More concern for preserving natural resources is needed.

424 - I always appreciate any new, innovative curriculum materials.

432 - I teach middle school health & science. There are so many hours in a school year. With all the
requirements placed on teachers to get students ready for the new, state, guidelines, I find myself
becoming more selective about what I teach. I'm finding it very difficult to match the students needs with
what is required by out state school board.

438 - Considering the area in which we live - this is an important area to teach - and broaden the
awareness of Oregonians (all of us!) concerning the importance of managing agricultural and natural
resources. It is also one of the CAM endorsement areas!

446 - I think that Incorporating Natural Resources, conservation and exploitation should be addressed
more in curriculum. People can make 2 choices about our resources; right & wrong. Which choice they
will make depends upon their education or awareness of it!

449 - Reduce Population Growth Rate, Slow Growth, Build Smaller Houses, Protect Ocean, Leave Old
Growth Alone, Preserve & Protect all water systems, Encourage Wild Anadromous Fisheries

452 - Teaching in the primary grades (1-3) has to be centered about/around reading and writing at their
level - activities about natural resources have to be developed at their level of reading & writing. There is
not enough hours in the day to teach everything that is so important. If it doesn't promote reading & writing
skills along with the information - I probably won't have time for it.

455 - I feel natural resources should be taught in every curriculum. For example, I incorporate short
stories, poems, and novels by authors of fiction/nonfiction work in each genre presented to students in
classes ranging from English 10 - Intermediate to English 11-Advanced.

465 - C find with CIM it is putting pressure on me as educator to teach toward their benchmark test which
leaves some curriculum that is important to areas.
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Lincoln County

476 - Please Don't Add programs - Replace them! There is already too little time to cover mandated
curriculum

Linn County

484 - Watch-Out: It will be the disposed of curriculum in the lower grades (K-8) with the higher assessment
standards.

485 - I would rate environmentalists with the same 4 terms I used for farmers & timber producers.

487 - Right now it is extremely difficult to squeeze in anymore curriculum due to ODE and CIMs.

492 - More and more each year, students are becoming aware of the importance of our Natural
Resources, through being taught and being presented with programs. In our area, 4H and FFA is still very
active and well attended.

495 - For students to understand natural resources and the balance of nature and industry students must
at an early age have hands on experiences dealing with both. Sitting in a classroom reading passages in
books is not going to light a fire or cement understanding. I would be interested in some of the programs
you offer - some of the titles sound interesting.

504 - There seems to be very little information available on water resources. This is the most important
natural resource we have and almost all others depend on it.

505 - Our district adopted curriculum is lacking and so is my knowledge & training.

508 - If teachers are to incorporate this then they need to have information so that they can add it into their
curriculum. I definitely would like to incorporate more into my curriculum.

510 - I enjoy natural resources, agriculture. However, there is not often opportunity for me to teach these
in my curriculum. (Lang. Arts)

511 - Extremely important for the quality of our future There are many vocational possibilities!

512 - I am an alumni of the Forest Engineering department @ OSU, and worked as a logger and logging
engineer for 11 years before teaching. I most likely will be teaching mathematics next year (from
Language Arts) and would really like to incorporate my engineering experience into the math curriculum.

Malheur County

522 - I think it is really neat but the opportunities in Eastern Oregon are very limited and the distance to
travel is also great. Also, the amount to teach in our curriculum is increasing and the demands on the
teacher are becoming greater and greater.
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524 - I believe the direction our state is going with state requirements - 21 51 . Century - is good. Not sure
there has been adequate training or that all districts are on the same page! I believe we need to balance
environmental issues with people issues.

529 - Education is not only essential to our future but it represents the key to understanding what we must
do and the foundation for doing what needs to be done.

535 - I am an elementary music specialist, so I don't use many of these materials. I am married to a farmer
and have 2 up and coming 4-Hers, however. I really appreciate what you are trying to do here and think
you are doing a fine job. Keep up the good work!

Marion County

547 - My 1 st . Graders love to recycle and go home to encourage it at home but we need more sites to
collect recycled items. I teach in a rural area and have to drive miles to recycle (20 mi)

549 - Natural resource issues are dealt with in science, social science, and a little through English. I'm
sure all this is also covered in all Ag. Classes. Beside the state Ag painting contest don't know about any
of the programs. Duck stamp contest?

551 - Questions 7, 8, and 9 we taught 7,8 My impressions are based on farmers and foresters I know (of).
Of those I know, no two fit a category. 9 - I almost didn't do 9 because most all are important parts of
society. It is tough to differentiate the importance.

555 - I feel both are very important and as an educator I need all the help I can get to teach my students
about the importance of our natural resources and the people who work with them.

557 - I have been a 3 rd . Grade teacher for 29 years. With todays pressure of CAM & SIM goals there is not
a minute in the day that teachers can cram any more curriculum into a days schedule. All these things are
so important that you have listed. You need to overlap all your great ideas into parts of our reading,
Science, & math programs. This is the only way you can reach us. Please don't give up...

559 - I would like more developed curriculum to teach about natural resources, especially w/in Oregon

560 - It is discussed occasionally, in relation to a specific story, etc., but I have no established curriculum
for natural resources.

563 - No. But there is no way I can fit it in! Maybe after this hectic 1 st . Year is over.

571 - I teach primary classes and there is already too much material stuffed into our curriculum. Once
children can read, write and compute then we can teach them all the other curriculum.

572 - We've got so much info. to cover these days in our schools. Compared to other countries we try to
cover way too many topics, and as a result, we don't cover the material well enough. I have worked on
farms in summer months from approx. 1988-1996 doing everything imaginable, and I am proud of my work.
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Farmers are way up on my "respect list", especially the family I worked for here in Oregon.

576 - Needs to be integrated with all curric. areas.

579 - I am grateful to live in Oregon where someone values natural resources.

585 - Teaching about natural resources, conservation & recycling should be at the top of everyone's list!

586 - Our school District has done an excellent job of providing class awareness concerning re-cycling &
this is done throughout the district. The "Talk to Trees" program is wonderful! I'd like more information on
other outreach programs for elementary schools.

587 - I agree with the important of agricultural and natural resource issues. I do believe that many
problems can be solved with the world's collective brainpower. We in elementary classroom have too
many important issues to teach and deal with - curriculum as well as behavior problems. We need to work
on genuine reform of class sizes so teachers can actually teach and help our students.

588 - I teach kindergarten - most of my curriculum deals with familiarization and introduction of concepts.

592 - A clearer picture needs to be taught. The materials, I feel aren't readily available. It would help me
as an educator. I hate having to reinvent the wheel.

607 - Teaching wise use of all resources is extremely important. Children need to learn at a young age
responsibilities & habits that promote conservation of our earth.

610 - Most important topic which can be taught/discussed is natural resource use/stewardship.

620 - Come see the trash at our school.

618 - Save the Willamette River

624 - As a teacher, summer programs are great. Keep up the good work! I'd like to hear more about
some of those programs in questions #1. P.S. I felt bad about the stereotypes I believe about people in
the timber industry. I'll work on it.

625 - Natural resources are a critical part of our lives. As an art teacher, I often see relationships between
agriculture and art. We have been very involved in the art about agriculture programs in the past. Even
though this area might be on the periphery of my curriculum it is very dear and important to this educator.

632 - We need more materials readily available for natural resources education.

Morrow County

634 - Would like more info - ie: list of books, worksheets/tch. ideas - to use w/ primary grades to teach
about wetlands/forests/ farms, etc.
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Multnomah County

644 - We'd like materials useful for teaching the content, but geared for ESL students also.

650 - Natural resources is covered in out school by the science dept. I teach health class to 8 th . graders.

651 - I support highly the Outdoor School program for 6 th . Grade in Multnomah County, and have
participated in this for several years. I see same good idea in recycling - Art Schon is a "GREEN" school.
All teachers should teach care of the environment.

659 - I do a lot with pollution, environment. Thank you for sending this. My son will be entering OSU in
Sept. In Ag. Dept, for fish & wildlife. I am thrilled!

660 - I teach grades 1 and 2 (in the city). We could use more materials on life outsides the city.

662 - Teaching respect for our wonderful natural environment & resources is a #1 priority.

663 - The Summer Ag Inst. sounds interesting. The cost is great! It's hard to fit everything in.

.669 - Keeping peace and fighting to establish societal theories are the most important tasks at hand.

671 - Each year we are asked to add more and more to the 8 th . grade curriculum. We are at the point of
diluting what we do to the detriment of our students. There are so many things kids need to know it is hard
to choose what addition or deletion should be made.

672 - We are not given enough time in the primary grades to reflect, plan and incorporate all the materials
given or mandated to us in our curriculum. I would like to do more thematic lessons using the resources
listed above but when?

683 - I'm not sure who covers this, if anyone, at my middle school I presume our 2 science teachers would
if it is taught. I feel bad that much of this has never occurred to me before.

691 - I think it is very difficult to teach kids to love the land. I was born in Oregon, and I learned a lot about
the state in grade school-state flower, tree, bird, song, history, economics. "Keep Oregon Green" was
something all kids had heard many times, and Smokey the Bear was smiling along all our highways. As I
approach 50, and contemplate leaving education, I realize that there have been many changes. One of
the most disturbing changes is in the children. Oregon is not something to love or feel loyalty to for most
kids. Kids, generally, seem to be so self-consumed that a sense of community or community service
specifically, does not exist in their world. They may talk about global issues and express concern, but
aside from that there seems to be a small active contingency. There are many things to lure young people
away from the land, nature, our resources and stewardship values...I have tried to instill a love of these
things in my own daughter. Even so, I am competing with music, film, books, peers, nationally-known
figures, T.V., radio and international examples of values that are far afield from the "land of the empire
builders, timber industry-driven, Keep Oregon Green mentality I knew as a child. I think there is hope, I
like what you are trying to do. I want to know more that I know about all of this. My love for the state, and
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the land, and my hope for a future here - hasn't wavered. Thanks for your efforts.

694 - Teaching about Natural Resources is fun - OPB & Oregon Field Guide, Nova & Nature have been
useful resources for this part of my science curriculum. What I need now is more money to take my
students into the field to learn geology, botany, and ecology in a hands-on way. Field trips are not possible
any more because busses are so expensive & charges in some places (Mt. St. Helens) are so high. Trips
to Mt. St. Helens & up the Gorge were wonderful in the past, but I can't afford them any more.

706 - I took my class to Ag Fest at the fair grounds one year and I think the money would be better spent
on sending students to visit a farm or a factory that converts raw resources into products. If this sounds
like a huge undertaking, consider organizing this kind of event for a few districts at a time over several
seasons

716 - It is vastly underrated. I think organizations such as yours are potentially doing a great service by
trying to integrate it into the curriculum. However, I also fear that Natural Resource education may be
heavily influenced by corporations, and if the focus becomes "Weyerhauser's Tree Farms" or "Texaco
taking care of the fish" I think it could be more harm than good.

721 - Any material I could use without having to take a class. I am interested in agriculture and math.

725 - You have piqued my interest but how to incorporate these things into existing curricula is always a
challenge. I tend toward a comprehensive course but an beginning to realize the limitations of this in
allowing more unorthodox but important information into the curriculum.

731 - Been there. Done that. What's next?

738 - Education is our future. I hope that financing for public education (K-college) is considered a higher
priority in years to come.

744 - Having been raised on a farm (Stahlbush Island-Corvallis how owned by Chambers), I made the
connections of our resources and economy to society. Unfortunately most children have no idea about
agriculture and forestry. I would like to see quality videos with children in them so my students and others
can better understand. Ideally I would love to see summer camps or weekend field trip (camps) available
so children can receive the feel of farming.

750 - I do a unit in Middle School on "How Environment affects your Health" I would like more information
on this subject matter.

754 - Not much time for these subjects in Kindergarten.

758 - Our high school is starting a Natural Resource Pathway. Environmental science and Horticulture are
the two areas offered. I feel it is important to teach from an ecological standpoint.

760 - Because of new mandated state requirements regarding CIM and CAM, what I cover in my class has
changed and I find the time constraints affect what I can cover. When I participated in ancient forest class
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it was great but I haven't been able to get back to it since.

761 - I believe all students need a balanced view of the contributions each occupation makes toward a
successful society & economy.

765 - We can use all the resources & training we can get. The folks in waste reduction have provided me
w/curriculums, grant $, speakers, ideas, enthusiasm and are a great model!

766 - I would love to do a unit integrating food, nutrition, economics (farming), culture & science (plants,
digestive system) & math. (cooking, measuring, etc.) tremendous pressure on teachers currently to "cover
the basics" due to benchmarks & testing. I am a 1 st year teacher.

769 - Important that students understand about conservation.

770 - It's ongoing - continuous - integrated with many curriculum areas.

777 - A lot of Ecology is taught in the 6 th . Grade curriculum in School Districts that participate in the
Outdoor School Program. This would be a good Grade Level to tap into.

778 - I would love to do more with natural resources in my classroom. I have a great deal of frustration in
dealing with the amount of curriculum I am expected to get through in order to prepare my students for the
benchmarks. I do think these are important topics!!

784 - We used to teach about the environment (in the '70's). Times have changed. Class time is so short
that only the very basics are covered.

791 - It is very important –d teach U.S. History

792 - All students are required to take a science course that deals with natural resources in the area of
state national and international impacts.

797 - #9 is not a fair question. All of those are interdependent on the others. Multnomah Cty ESD has the
Outdoor School Program which is a powerful experience for 6 th . graders. Unfortunately, the HS don't deem
its worth, but I think it should be included in their curriculum as well. Those students that go back & counsel
could be taking classes on the environment & would have too much to teach the sixth graders. I would
love to do more of this stuff on conservation, but WHEN?!

798 - I would love to do more w/ my students regarding our environment & conservation. Unfortunately,
we need updated & more exciting materials.

809 - I think both are important!

819 - I think the "Project" Curriculums are very valuable! I'd like to be updated on these materials.

Polk County
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812 - Teaching about use and conservation of our natural resources must be considered a high priority in
education. Many teachers feel truly overburdened by continued additions to curriculum and this gets left
out. Continue to educate more of us on the importance of preserving the earth for our children.

813 - Yes, thank you for studying this important part of Oregon. As a middle School Teacher I see way too
much so called, "environmentalist," materials distributed to staff. I belief most of the materials is biased to
their point of view and much of it is inaccurate. Middle and Elementary schools need to have materials
regularly mailed to them that emphasis conservation as; "wise use of, not "No use of resources. I believe
lots of Oregonians, grown up on timber dollars, have been influenced by big money out of state
propaganda

820 - If we don't teach about natural resources, it will only be learned by a minority of future leaders,
voters, parents. Oregon IS natural resources. - sensitivity to our natural resources should be taught right
across the curriculum.

Umatilla County

839 - I would like to see a teaching unit put together for teachers to use for each grade level. This unit
should include lots of hand on activities! By the way I teach 1'. Grade. I also feel that people who protect
our water are also very important.

842 - Children need a wide variety of curriculum & all these topics are important for our students in Eastern
OR.

844 - Not at this time

845 - Too much info request. Difficult survey

850 - I need & would like a lot more information in this area.

861 - We own a small woodlot and I take my kids to visit w/ my husband (ret. V.S.F.S.) explaining our
forest management practices. We make "a big deal" out of OR Arbor week in our class. We plant a tree
yearly on our campus. You know we are currently very busy learning the parts of OR Ed. Reform.

862 - it is going in the right direction

Union County

865 - I have built up a great program, over the 5 years, of outdoor education which teaches about natural
resources. I use a wide variety of materials acquired from many source, however, the best has come from
the WEB program at EOU. I do also use some materials from the textbook which I feel is good.

868 - Natural resources are limited and we cannot replace them, thus it is very important we take care of
them. Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
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Wasco County

879 - This is a very important area - time is at a premium and I thought we may teach some aspects - the 3
R's are the focus of 1 st & 2nd. grade.

Washington County

893 - It would be wonderful to get a comprehensive notebook of materials available/lessons to teach so
that the materials about these programs do not come in piece meal. Picking and choosing before the
school year starts makes more sense than pasting things in when the mail comes.

903 - We classroom teachers are totally overburdened and overwhelmed! Any help is appreciated.

908 - New curriculum - hands on stuff would be very useful to a math classroom. An already made CIM
task about natural resources would be a great start with me...

911 - If I was to teach about natural resources in my classroom, I would need a base curriculum that is age
and level appropriate, something that is realistic to do. I have 30 8th . graders in my science class, therefore
I need materials that will fit this size of a classroom. Also, we may need the resources for my students to
experience this and be successful.

913 - Answer selections on question 5 were insulting -

915 - I think that education is headed in the wrong direction with CIM/CAM. Where education needs
improvement is gaining the respect back from the community and parents being able to be home.
Teachers are expected to be parents at school, which is not in our job description. Parents need to take
more responsibility with their children.

917 - I love teaching biology & nat resources - I miss it now that I'm in a chem lab all day.

919 - No. 7 - Several farmers I know are pretty stubborn. No. 8 - Timber Companies seem to focus more
on profit. I am bothered by use of word "conservationist". I believe most are conservationist but differ
mostly in degree - and that is a difficult concept to teacher high school students. It doesn't help when
when individual politicize these issue and use emotion to ruin support.

921 - The old traditional Ag/FFA I was involved in hurts the modern Ag persons value in society. Ag and
Ag students are very important, these programs need to be totally brought into the 21 st . Century. Our Ag
program tries but "traditionalist" is not the 1980's program. Don't change for change sake but do when
needed, it is needed.

928 - We don't have enough prep time for even "thinking". There are too many students and too many
expectations.

932 - I am getting to the point where we might be forced to teach "real-life" curriculum because students
more and more won't engage in activities for learning material for the sake of learning.
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934 - There should be more education on nat. resources available for K-12!

942 - We're concerned about reading, math, writing at the K-3 level. This material is valuable, but at a
later grade and age. Sorry for the lateness, spring break happened!

946 - I'd love to have more information on the programs on the first page, especially the Wetlands &
Learning tree programs. I believe it's very important for children/students to see both sides of the story
when it comes to the use and management of our natural resources.

950 - This is an area that should be high on our priority list but most urban teachers are ill informed.

962 - I'm sorry about all the negative press about education in Oregon. I'd like a campaign to publicize all
the terrific things that are going on in our schools and the wonderful, dedicated people working with our
future. However, the good news doesn't apparently sell newspapers or draw in the viewers and listeners.

965 - I don't do well teaching about natural resources because I feel it shouldn't be taught from a BOOK,
but from field trips, speakers, and hands on activities, :- There's no $ for trips & speakers have trouble
"reaching" 6-7-8-I'm never sure the time spent justifies what learning takes place - Also - I don't know
enough to teach it well!

986 - Teacher and student friendly activities that directly relate to what meets the benchmarks for each
grade level with performance based outcomes part of the resources.

999 - I believe this is an important area that needs to be addressed!

1015 - Oregon's timber industry has cut down 90% of Oregon's old growth forests. If the timber industry
wants educators to sympathize with them, the remaining 10% of old growth needs to be left alone.
Oregon's forests have been raped by the timber industry. I will never use curriculum put out by the timber
industry, to those sympathetic with the industry.

Wheeler County

1017 - I teach English, but if I taught Ag. classes (or Science) I would be interested in the courses listed.

Yamhill County

1018 - I think this is a critical component that is missing in our curriculum, especially in the urban areas.
People in urban areas are so removed from agrarian lifestyles, they are clueless about what really is
involved. Many urbanites are very conscious of our natural resources but are not really informed, about
stewardship of these resources. We tend to be divided in this state by our ignorance of an lack of respect
for diverse lifestyles. I would love to see more of this sort of material available to teachers.

1020 - I appreciate the O.S.U. extension agency's incubator program very much!

1023 - Salmon is part of our curriculum - I'd like access to salmon info and curriculum
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1025 - Education and educators are on the "chopping block" of the media & public. They are asked to
produce more with less funding, equipment, prep time, parental support with children that are from families
that are more dysfunctional than ever before.

1027 - I think it's important - question #9 was difficult

1031 - Ever since I took my first workshop with the Forestry Department at OSU I have been teaching most
of my science & social study themes using a Forestry theme unit. What an exciting adventure I've been
part of every since I started by journey in this area!

1035 - There is so little in terms of materials for teachers to use at the present time -

1044 - I teach 1 st . Grade - I feel my major focus should be the language Arts and Math areas - So some of
these topics are covered in Science & Social Studies - but not in any real depth -

1046 - I like teaching in a field study, outdoor setting. The 7th . Grade Outdoor School program has been
recently deleted in McMinnville. I'm looking for a way to preserve some parts of it through your programs.

No Number - A diversity of opinions makes for a diversity of thought being taught. However, in the end
perhaps the student will come to a good understanding from having been exposed to the gamut of opinion
& belief
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